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Now more important than ever:
ORGATEC 2022 provides insights into the working environments of tomorrow

O

ur worlds of work have changed
more rapidly in the last two
years than at almost any other
time previously. Working from home
and videoconferencing, multilocal and
virtual working in agile teams have placed
new demands on work environments.
Workplaces need to become more flexible
and at the same time more sustainable.
Key topics at the leading international
trade fair in October will therefore
include the latest developments in
hybrid and flexible working as well as
smart technologies and environmentally
friendly materials. To give you a foretaste
of what lies ahead, we take a look at the
current trends and innovations in the
office furnishings industry.
As the requirement to work from home
comes to an end and staff return to the
office, the industry faces new questions.
What is attractive about an office when

it is generally possible to work from
anywhere? What kind of environment do
hybrid working models need? Which tools
facilitate virtual teamwork? Together with
the exhibitors, ORGATEC 2022 from 25
to 29 October will reveal the industry’s
thoughts about the office environment for
the “new normal”. Solutions that make the
office more attractive for teamwork, the
exchange of ideas and social interaction
are now high on the agenda. Instead
of rigid workstations, spaces are being
created that support new, creative ways
of working. But what do such workplaces
look like?
Forever flexible: shaping spaces with
interior design
Today’s offices are an ever-changing
landscape of spaces, people and
relationships. In line with the concept
of colourful diversity over dull,

uniform grey surroundings, employees
prefer unique and adaptable office
environments. The key to agile teamwork
in the face of changing requirements
is flexibility. With this goal in mind,
several companies scheduled to exhibit
at ORGATEC 2022 offer a wide variety
of modular solutions for dividing spaces
into zones. One example is the Node+
system from La Cividina, designed
by Ben van Berkel. It comprises a
series of upholstered parts, backrests,
partition walls and accessories that can
be combined in multiple ways in order
to create spaces for work, relaxation,
privacy or socialising. With RB and
Clamp, the furniture brands Mobel
Linea and Palmberg are also presenting
new ranges for configuring office spaces.
They respond to changing requirements
by using modular elements to divide a
wide variety of workspaces into zones.

ALBATROSS

BOLT
BALI

Tel: 011 434 0444, Email:Shantelle@chairexpress.co.za
44 Hulbert Rd Cnr Rosettenville Rd, New Centre, Johannesburg
PO Box 39799, Booysens, 2016
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Versatile all-rounders: multipurpose
furniture
Today, even individual pieces of office
furniture are increasingly multiflexible
and multifunctional. Recent examples
include the Fundamentals cabinet system
from Lande, or the benches and stools
in the 4SIX collection from SMV, which
can be rearranged quickly and in many
different ways. The models in the new
Pontis Hypa range from ASSMANN
Büromöbel, on the other hand, can be used
as desks, seminar tables or bistro tables.
Thanks to their rechargeable batteries,
the tables are height-adjustable, and their
tabletops can be positioned vertically to
serve as whiteboards. Thanks to magnetic
supports, the Stay Agile whiteboards
from Swiss manufacturer Adeco are
as flexible as their name suggests and
can even be used as meeting tables. The
new, multifunctional Slide table system
designed by the kaschkasch design studio
for Renz is equally versatile – available
in various heights, infinitely adjustable
and mobile thanks to castors. The Mudra
universal stacking chair, developed by
Brunner in collaboration with designer
Stefan Diez for offices, cafeterias or private
homes, boasts a similar range of uses.
Naturally sustainable: eco-friendly
materials
The climate crisis remains one of the
greatest challenges of our time and is
playing an increasingly important role in
new developments in the office industry.
Younger professionals in particular
are striving to live sustainably, cycling
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to the office, buying local products or
eating a vegan diet. And the working
environment should also reflect this
attitude. Manufacturers are therefore
increasingly focusing on recycling as well
as environmentally friendly and certified
materials. For example, the new Green
Eco chair, designed by Javier Mariscal and
available from Spanish brand Mobles 114,
is made entirely from recycled material and
is itself also fully recyclable. The refined
and understated Arco collection of seating
furniture from Cantarutti and the new
Lina chair from Calligaris have received
awards for their use of FSC®-certified
wood. Although still a vision of the future,
Palmberg has designed a desk that is made
entirely of locally sourced organic wood
and feeds solar energy and the waste heat
generated by equipment (back) into the
electrical ecosystem in the workplace.
Circular models: cradle-to-cradle in the
office
Many office manufacturers have
committed to basing their product
cycles on the cradle-to-cradle principle,
marking a further decisive step towards
sustainability. More and more companies
are seeking certification to confirm
their switch to ecofriendly production
models. The new Lino range of chairs
from Kinnarps, for example, conforms to
the circular economy idea. It comprises
only a few components, which can be
easily disassembled, replaced, separated
and recycled. The A22 stackable barstool,
designed by Swedish designer Anya Sebton
for Lammhults, is based on a similar

concept. To facilitate recycling, it is made
entirely of steel and has no bolts or screws.
The yarn and felt backing used for the new
Shadowplay carpets by Ege Carpets have
also been recycled and can be reused.
Green working environment: taking
inspiration from nature
Well-being is a key theme in today’s
office concepts, and studies show that
green plants and other natural features
can be particularly beneficial. The trend
towards biophilic design is therefore set
to continue. Factors such as natural light,
vegetation or naturalistic design offer a
contrast to technology and the hectic pace
of urban life. Plants can also significantly
improve indoor air quality. So why not
integrate greenery directly into office
furniture? Room dividers like Para Vert
from Brunner bring vertical planting into
the workplace, act as indoor air purifiers
and can be extended as required. New
colour collections for the office, such
as Pigment from Alvic or Cinque Terre
Colours & Natural from Fantoni, which are
inspired by colours from the natural world,
also convey a sense of being close to nature.
Cosy office furniture: the new at-home
feeling
Even before the pandemic, work
was already increasingly freeing itself
from fixed locations. This trend has also
blurred the boundaries between design
for the office and the home. While homes
have become offices, offices are visibly
transforming into home-like feel-good
zones. Soft shapes and warm colours
define the new welcoming culture in
the world of work. Furniture ranges like
HomeLine from OKA combine office
functions with homely design. The latest
seating furniture – such as the ingLife
office chair from Japanese manufacturer
Kokuyo, the Alex lounge chair from
BOS Barcelona or the Pottolo chair
from French label Alki – also introduces
a touch of cosy comfort into the office
environment. With their elegant styling,
these pieces are suitable for both work
and home. Fun and playful designs, such

as the brightly coloured octopus-shaped
Medusa stools from Dileoffice or the Pony
chair-and-table combination from gumpo
also promise to liven up office work. Even
company bosses avoid hard edges these
days. Recent executive collections like
Blade X from Alea feature soft, dynamic
lines and welcoming wood tones.
Office design for the home
Working from home has gained
new momentum as a result of the
pandemic. As a long-term solution,
it is an important issue – not only for
companies but also in terms of product
developments. Manufacturers such as
Alea, Humanscale and WIesner-Hager
have developed special furniture ranges
for remote workers that meet ergonomic
requirements as well as the need to fit into
a home environment. As an alternative to
the kitchen table, height-adjustable sitstand solutions such as the Gravit iDesk
from Kesseböhmer introduce ergonomics
and individuality to working from home.
The tabletop can be personalised with
bespoke motifs. Models like Poppe Swifel
from Bla Station or Wooom Light from
Klöber are functional items of office
furniture and comfortable armchairs at
the same time, making them suitable
for sitting for extended periods in home
offices. Woom Light features a moulded
non-woven seat shell made from
recycled PET bottles and an integrated
reading light that creates an extra-cosy
ambience. The Souly office chair from
Nowy Styl, designed by Oscar Buffon,
is another sustainable seating solution,
the individual elements of which can be
flexibly replaced.

products aimed at optimising acoustics.
Which is why companies like Strähle offer
customers the option to preview spatial
acoustics by entering their own room
data. Room-in-room systems, such as the
extended se:cube Max from Sedus, are
suitable solutions for existing structures
and are both acoustically and visually
attractive. Inspired by Japanese interiors,
the Zen Pod from Abstracta also creates
acoustically shielded spaces that can be used
for digital meetings, quiet conversations
and work requiring full concentration. The
Flexia lamp from Artemide also takes its
inspiration from Japan, and its origamiinfluenced design absorbs sound from
its surroundings. Solutions like Silento
Screen from the Lanab Group, which can
be set up quickly to create meeting zones
or individual workstations in open-plan
offices, are designed to help people focus
in a busy environment. More compact
options include seating modules like
Mute Focus from Swedish manufacturer
Horreds and the upholstered Buddyhub
unit from Pedrali, both of which provide

small acoustic islands that allow users
to concentrate on work in open office
landscapes.
Healthier workplaces: ergonomic and
antiviral products
Health has been a hot topic in the
office industry for quite some time now.
The pandemic has given the issue even
greater prominence and added additional
considerations. Alongside ergonomics
and physical and mental fitness, hygiene
matters are now increasingly finding their
way into office design. The spectrum of
current solutions ranges from ergonomic

Audible well-being: improving room
acoustics
The more open and agile the office
environment, the greater the need for
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Silka, new and exclusive to Brabetz

furniture for the workplace to room
ventilators and antiviral surfaces. A
healthy posture is supported by products
like the fully upholstered Wave chair from
Köhl, which has ergonomic properties that
contribute towards healthy sitting and is
available in a creative diversity of colours
and designs. The Novus Clu monitor
arm from Novus with light gas-spring
technology is another recent example
of optimised workplace ergonomics.
The lamps from Italian manufacturer
Artemide featuring Integralis® technology
also promote good health when it comes
to desk-based work by disinfecting the
surfaces they illuminate.
When the office furnishings industry
finally meets again in person at
ORGATEC in October, the innovations
on display will not only serve to illustrate
the rapid pace of change in the world of
work. They will also show the ongoing
progression towards healthy, sustainable
and intelligently organised office
environments. In addition to innovative
solutions and products to satisfy the
requirements of a “new normal”, the
leading international trade fair will once
again focus on the latest trends with an
extensive event programme – and the
industry has rarely been more excited to
discover new ideas and inspiration for the
future of work than it is right now.

At the trade fair grounds in Cologne/
Germany, the leading international
trade fairs imm cologne, LivingKitchen®,
spoga+gafa and ORGATEC showcase the
latest trends, products and innovations,
serving
as
international,
central
gatherings for the global industry. In
addition to the events at its Cologne
headquarters, Koelnmesse is strategically
expanding its portfolio internationally:
The inaugural ORGATEC TOKYO will
be hosted in 2022. It will be the first trade
fair in Japan to focus on professional and
hybrid work environments. As the satellite
event for imm cologne and ORGATEC,
idd shanghai provides European
companies in the premium and luxury

segment of the interior design industry
with a unique platform for showcasing
exclusive, design-driven products. The
in-person events are complemented by
ambista, the online business network for
the international interiors industry, which
provides direct anywhere, anytime access
to relevant products, contacts, expertise
dw
and events.
www.orgatec.com/trade-fair/industrysectors/

www.brabetz.co.za
HEAD OFFICE: 031 701 8789
DURBAN: 082 294 6261 - Michael
GAUTENG: 082 927 8665 - Lisa
CAPE TOWN: 083 680 0913 - Juliette

We specialise in manufacturing the highest quality
bespoke rugs for prestigious interior decorators, designers
& architects; for residential, hospitality, corporate
purposes while offering our valued clients inﬁnite
options in that we can produce any shape, design,
colour and texture possible.

Koelnmesse – industry trade fairs for the
interior, outdoor and design sector:
Koelnmesse is the world’s top trade
fair organiser in the fields of interiors,
furnishings, design, home living, garden
lifestyle and modern work environments.
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Brabetz Carpet

Art smart!
Designer ‘art rugs’ and new look by Hesse Kleinloog at luxurious Molori private villas, the
jewel of Madikwe, by Brabetz Carpets

A

Brabetz Carpet
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lways
 known for its boldly eclectic
aesthetic, Molori Safari chose
the dynamic South African
design team at Hesse Kleinloog to take
a fresh look at its glamorous interiors.
Known for their creative thinking
from concept development to finishing
touches, Megan Hesse and Andrea
Kleinloog began to put together the new
direction in the second quarter of 2020.
‘Our initial involvement was meant
to be a small, light intervention but the
circular nature of the architecture meant
that we had to marry our design with
the organic structure of the lodge,’ said
Kleinloog, who masterminded the new
interiors. In addition, artworks from the
owner’s diverse personal collection - by
artists such as Norman Catherine, Lady
Skollie and Edoardo Villa, among others
- were to be added to the lodge, taking
the guest art experience up another level.
Very quickly, the talented interiors
team realised that the organic floor spaces
would be the place to start as many of the
walls were curved, and ideally suited to
colourful rugs that would complement
the bold new artwork. But as everyone
in the industry knows, the choice of
circular designer rugs is woefully limited
in South Africa – and in the height of

the pandemic, no ships were arriving
anytime soon. Admirably undeterred,
Kleinloog’s team undertook what must
be the most heart-warming interior
design journey that has evolved over the
past two years.
It all began when Kleinloog asked
designer, Koos Groenewald of creative
studio Jana+Koos: ‘Can you make a rug?
Actually, can you make art + rugs?’ An
artist in his own right, he jumped at the
challenge. It started with just one rug,
but as he began talking to other globally
acclaimed, local artists about creating
contemporary artworks to weave into
large and colourful floor rugs, the
excitement was palpable.
It was soon dubbed ‘the rug
project’ and they began to look at rug
manufacturers who could help realise
their vision. In the end, they discovered
the highly professional team of skilled
craftspeople at Brabetz Carpet Mill in
Durban. It was high-risk – there were no
colour charts, no one was able to visit the
mill during lockdown, and everything
was done over video and phone. This was
indeed a collaborative form of trust.
‘We started this project in the deepest,
darkest depths of Covid uncertainty,
and it was such a spark of joy in such a
dark time. In many ways, the absolute
fun and frivolity of colour and joy of
engagement was so welcome in the
disjointed, masked-up world. At the
same time, it was inspirational to be
planning for visitors to come back to
South Africa,’ says Kleinloog. Coupled
with this, ‘the owner has a wonderful
spirit of adventure and we were rewarded
with gems of feedback, criticism, debate
and discussion. Molori means “to dream”
and, in all honesty, this project has been
just that, a dream project!’
“We collaborated with some of South
Africa’s most provocative contemporary
artists, who agreed to have their
artworks interpreted and woven into
these magnificent rugs,” says Molori’s
owner, Ivor Ichikowitz. The artists are
Athi-Patra Ruga, Cameron Platter, Jody
Paulsen, Maja Marx, Nabeeha Mohamed
and Koos Groenewald.
Jana+Koos applied their graphic
design ability and worked with Brabetz
to skillfully interpret the artworks
into digitised patterns, enabling South

Brabetz Carpet

African weavers to produce these grand
creations. Speaking of the rugs: ‘They
really are artworks in their own right,’
enthuse Jana+Koos.
Each suite features one of the artist’s
rugs and the main lodge area features the
unexpected ‘Eat Me (Bananas)’ artwork
by Paulsen. The artist hopes that his
contribution invokes ‘a feeling of joy and
happiness’. That it does. All the rugs do,
in fact.
Marx, a painter who has been working
with visual language for many years,
found it interesting to ‘see an artwork
transformed.’ Her artwork is inspired by
ribbons and how they fall to the ground.
‘It’s about the power of line,’ she says. ‘We
automatically want to follow lines. It’s
so special how Molori encourages us to
slow down in this beautiful space and to
appreciate the artworks.’
Platter, an internationally acclaimed
visual artist who works in different
mediums, confesses: ‘When I was
approached to work on this project, I
was over the moon. Based on ‘A Night
of Bliss’, the woven rug takes from the
original and makes it better!’
The rug journey during the pandemic
was an opportunity to experience
something entirely new for many of
the artists, and Platter is not alone in
marvelling at the outcome. ‘I thought
the rug was way better than my original
watercolour artworks’ says Cape Town
artist Mohamed. ‘It’s a combination
of three different artworks. It’s been

translated beautifully. I didn’t understand
the skillset that went into making a flat
paper work into a luscious and colourful
artwork.’
And Groenewald’s own work? As the
originator of the project, he is humble.
‘This artwork of mine was just lying about
in my studio. I would love everyone to
see the cheeky side of this rug – it’s a little
bit naughty and has a little bit of nudity
in it’ Need we say more?
‘The result is enchanting,’ says
Ichikowitz. ‘Our philosophy is to delight
our guests with the unexpected and I
believe we have achieved this with our
new-look luxury interiors and by adding
gravitas to our art collection.’
There is no doubt that the new
Molori interiors invite an immersive,
high-fashion experience, one that
is unexpected in the African bush.
Astonishing and fresh, it celebrates
the country’s vibrant cultures and
love of colour, while pushing creative
boundaries and raising the bar, proving
that even in the heart of a pandemic,
South Africans are particularly good at
‘making a plan’.
‘It defies all other genres that we see in
the safari world,’ says Kleinloog. ‘Molori
now gives an adventurous, spirited vision
of a safari – it’s about unabashed joy and
humour. And we hope future guests will
literally be “floored” when they arrive
dw
(excuse the pun),’ she says.
www.brabetz.co.za
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IFA 2022: Eve MotionBlinds For Venetian
And Honeycomb Announced

Blend the best at
Spier’s new
Riverhouse

Thread-Enabled Smart Window Covering Motors Ready to Expand Beyond HomeKit
Thanks to Matter

A

E

ver wanted to discover a
hidden talent? Or challenge
your workmates with a little
competitive fun? Maybe your book club
or golfing crew fancy ditching the books
and clubs and heading straight to the
wine instead? Now’s your chance to try
out an utterly unique group experience!
Visit the Riverhouse at Spier Wine Farm
– where budding winemakers and lovers
of art embark on a collective journey into
creativity.
Led by one of Spier’s award-winning
winemakers, guests are invited to create
an original tasting blend, and even test
their design skills by making their own
wine label. The best blend of the evening
will be rewarded, with the winners taking
home bragging rights.
The recently opened Riverhouse is
decked out with 418 Creative Block
artworks from emerging and established
artists. Creative Block, a project by
Spier Arts Trust, invites artists to create
artworks on a small blank canvas, which
are submitted for critique, with the best
being purchased for resale to corporate
patrons and the general public. The project
offers artists a vital revenue stream, and
the opportunity to expand their creativity
and artistic territory, while gaining

t 
IFA 2022 Berlin, the world's
most significant trade show for
consumer and home electronics,
global window covering specialist
Coulisse in collaboration with smart
home specialist Eve Systems is presenting
Eve MotionBlinds motors for Venetian
and Honeycomb blinds. These Threadenabled motors, currently working
exclusively with Apple Home, are the
most advanced solutions on the market
and ready for the smart home future with
Matter. Both motors will be available later
in the year following Eve MotionBlinds
for Roller Blinds, which has been available
since the start of this year, being widely
acclaimed by smart home experts.

considerable exposure by connecting with
art collectors around the world.
Collectors choose a number of blocks
and hang them together, building an
impactful, collective artwork that has the
potential to be greater than the sum of
its parts. Because of the synergy between

this process and the art of blending wine,
Spier named its blended wine range after
the project – the award-winning Creative
Block 2, 3 and 5 wines.
For winemakers, wine blending
combines the best qualities of individual
wines to create something completely
new – just like Spier’s Creative Block
blends. For guests to the Riverhouse,
which has already hosted three sold-out
events, wine blending is an opportunity to
flex those impressive winemaker muscles.
Spier Cellar Master Johan Jordaan says:
“Crafting a memorable blend is as much
about being creative as it is about being
meticulous. The process is so exciting for
us winemakers because it is exploratory,
bold and unpredictable. But the results
are always worth it.”
Groups of 8 to 30 people can gather
together to enjoy each other’s company,
creative art, delicious platters and great
wine. Taste, blend – get creative. Both the
featured wines and Creative Blocks on
display can be purchased at the venue. dw
www.spier.co.za
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Ready For The Smart Home Future
Eve MotionBlinds motors work with
the Thread protocol, designed specifically
for smart home solutions to improve
connectivity between devices. Thanks to
Thread, the motors are ready for Matter,
the new smart home protocol developed
jointly by leading platform providers and
smart home manufacturers to eliminate
incompatibilities in the smart home once
and for all, starting this fall.
Eve MotionBlinds motors, currently
working exclusively with Apple Home,
will begin receiving free over-the-air
firmware updates so, over time, they
can be used with other Matter platforms
like Amazon Alexa, Google Home, or
Samsung SmartThings. This makes Eve
MotionBlinds the most future-proof
blinds and shades motors available on
the market, ready for a simpler, more
interoperable smart home.
The Next Essential Smart Home Device
“As an industry leader in window
coverings we are ready to conquer the
smart home world,” says Christiaan
Roetgering, founder and owner of
Coulisse. “With smart home connectivity,
security, heating, energy and health being
trends to watch, the smart blind market
is being heralded as the next big thing
that will revolutionise households and
buildings across the world. Making life

easier, safer and more convenient, while
saving energy at the same time.”
“Smart home technology is no longer
about comfort only, it also contributes
to safety and saving energy. Connected
blinds are a prime example as they are key
to keeping your home cool,” says Jerome
Gackel, CEO, Eve Systems. “As Threadenabled accessories, Eve MotionBlinds
are a future-proof choice because they can
natively support Matter.”
Eve MotionBlinds For Venetian Blinds
Venetian motor CM-06-E-V is specially
designed for tilting and lifting wood and
aluminum blinds with slats in widths
of 50mm up to 65mm, assembled with
ladder tape or ladder cord. This powerful
6Nm motor first rotates at low speed to tilt
slats in exactly the right position. When
lifting the blind, the motor automatically
speeds up.
Seamlessly integrated into the head
rail, the Venetian motor CM-06-E-V
has a built-in battery that is USB-C
rechargeable, allowing smart Venetian
blinds to be installed cable-free. A control
panel in the head rail of the blind provides
easy access to the motor’s USB-C charging
port and control buttons.
Eve MotionBlinds For Honeycomb Blinds
Honeycomb motor CM-08-E is
specially designed for window covering
systems with pleated or cellular fabrics in
various cell sizes. This 0.6Nm Honeycomb
motor has a built-in USB-C rechargeable
battery, allowing cable-free installation.
Thanks to its rotatable head, the
Honeycomb motor slides into the head
rail on either side of the system, with the
USB-C port and control buttons remaining
easily accessible to users. The motor head
is nicely covered with a cover cap, available
in colours to match the head rail, for that
perfect finish down to the finest detail.

E-R motor for large-size roller blinds with
heavy fabrics such as screens will become
available later this year. This 6Nm motor
is suitable for 42-80mm tubes, has a larger
battery capacity, and is more silent than
CM-03-E. The motor can also be used in
larger roman blind systems. CM-06-E-R
also has a built-in USB-C rechargeable
battery allowing cable-free installation.
The Benefits Of Eve MotionBlinds
•
Eve MotionBlinds is the crème de la
crème of smart motors, drastically
simplifying installation, setup and
control of smart blinds in smart homes.
•
No need for a bridge, registration or
any cloud dependency
•
Setup is super easy: simply scan the
HomeKit setup code with your iPhone
•
Putting the blinds on autopilot is
effortless, thanks to on-device schedules
that can be created in the Eve app
•
Through HomeKit automations in
the Apple Home app, the blinds
seamlessly interact with other
HomeKit accessories
•
100% privacy with local intelligence
and direct communication, all data
stays in the home
•
Manual control with just a simple pull,
a valuable add-on to smart automation
dw

motionblinds.com/en/eve/

Eve MotionBlinds For Roller Blinds
Eve MotionBlinds for Roller Blinds has
been available since the start of this year
with 1.1Nm motor CM-03-E for 38-50mm
tubes. The second ultra-powerful CM-06-
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A Timeless Vision
Victorian Bathrooms

E

stablished 33 years ago, Victorian
Bathrooms is immensely proud
to have built our biggest and best
showroom yet. We are thrilled to reintroduce Johannesburg to the brand
through a space where our customers
can make their dream bathroom a reality.
This showroom offers a bigger space
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with inspirational settings, extensive
product libraries and a cozy corner to
sit down, enjoy a coffee and discuss your
next exciting bathroom project. We have
created a fresh space that we are confident
will inspire all who visit.
After 22 incredible years at the
prestigious Hyde Park Corner Shopping

Centre, the time had come for us
to offer our beloved clients the true
‘VB Experience’ that our Cape Town
customers have come to appreciate.
Now, Kramerville, considered South
Africa’s premiere design district, is the
new neighbourhood for our showroom,
rubbing shoulders with the best in décor
and design.
The fresh colours, the textures, the
exotic smells and calm displays await
you. Not only have we created several
bathroom settings, from retro to modern
classic, loft-lifestyle to safari-chic, we
have also included selected international
products that are exclusive to Victorian
Bathrooms and only available by special
order, thus helping to create bathrooms
that are one-of-a-kind. In store, clients
will also find our popular accessories,
mirrors, lights and towels – everything
you need to complete and uplift a
bathroom – as well as our quintessential
fragrances, soaps and lotions that
everyone had grown to love in our Hyde
Park Shop.
This exciting new showroom is centered
around design and collaboration. We have

created an inspirations room with product
samples and various customisation
options, where architects, designers and
clients can meet around the table and
discuss their projects. Our knowledgeable
team is always on hand to assist with
product selection, design input as well as
special requests for unique projects and
specifications.
Founders and co-owners, Lance and
Margaret Goodale had a long established
vision to provide a larger Johannesburg
home for this successful enterprise.
With siblings Jono and Joslyn
Goodale taking on an important role
in the business, together they, with the
incredible support of the VB team, have
made this vision a reality.
‘It was extremely heart-warming to see
everyone at Victorian Bathrooms believe
in the vision for the new showroom, from
the Cape Town staff to the sales team in
Joburg. It was a real team effort. Everyone
within the business wanted our vision to
succeed, we are incredibly proud of our
accomplishments.’ – Margaret Goodale
‘It never ceases to amaze me just
how creative and capable the team at

Victorian Bathrooms are. The speed
and proficiency of conceptualisation,
design, procurement and preparation
for the build that started at our
in-house carpentry shop in Cape
Town where displays were crafted,
packaged and loaded into an eighteen
metre pantechnicon and sent up to

Johannesburg. Necessitating the closure
of our Hyde Park Corner showroom, and
the creation of a new world class bathroom
experience in Kramerville, Sandton, all
within a six week period, is nothing less
dw
than incredible.’ – Lance Goodale
www.victorianbathrooms.co.za
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Recycled furniture manufacturing
By Ozzys Eco Décor

O

zzys Eco Décor gives a new life
to old tyres and other recyclable
material by creating functional
and decorative furniture and accessories.
We also give the clients the flexibility to
design their own items with the aim of
creating a piece of furniture that is unique
and customised to the client’s needs.
Products range from Ottomans, Coffee
Tables, Side Tables, Wall Clocks, Mirrors,
Lamps and more
Ozzys Eco Décor had a truly
serendipitous beginning. One day
Yolanda Msutwana found a stray tyre

lying in her yard. She disposed of it,
and found another two days later. She
began to imagine a better solution that
would give new life to wasted objects,
and create a more sustainable future
for the environment she loves. Yolanda
first created tyre ottomans, and has
continued to expand their collection
through crafting unwanted materials into
works of art. Each piece contributes to
environmental preservation and is named
dw
to honour its heritage.
www.ozzydecor.co.za

Tyre Wall Clock

Wine Table

The search for South Africa’s next generation of creative
sensations is back!

Keegan Coffee Table

Applications to participate in the Design Indaba Emerging
Creatives Class of 2023 are now open

A

Red Wall Clock

Retread Tyre Mirror ( Yellow)

Retread Tyre Mirror( Black)

Yellow Wine Table
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re you ready to take your creative
pursuits to the next level?
The Design Indaba Emerging
Creatives programme, which aims to
unearth fresh talent across a multitude
of creative sectors, is once again issuing
a Call for Entry for this prestigious
annual talent search. A group of 20
young architects, fashion designers,
illustrators, furniture designers, jewellers,
graphic designers, filmmakers and multidisciplinary mavericks from across South
Africa will be selected for the 2023 intake.
The Class of 2023 will be featured on the
powerful designindaba.com platform and
receive a year of prolonged national and
international media exposure, including
online videos, web articles and social
media posts. The career-accelerating
support programme also provides the next
generation of designers with educational
opportunities and mentorship. Successful
entrants gain access to an unparalleled
wealth of information from mentors and
industry exposure.
This longstanding and much-lauded
programme was founded in 2005,
and has helped launch celebrated and
vibrant young designers such as LVMH
prize-winning fashion designer Thebe

Magugu, who has recently collaborated
with Adidas; furniture designer and
owner of TheUrbanative Mpho Vackier,
who won the Stewardship award at 100%
Design South Africa 2022; globallyknown ceramicist Andile Dyalvane;
maverick milliner Crystal Birch; and
multidisciplinary artist Atang Tshikare,
among many others.
The Design Indaba Emerging Creatives
programme is made possible with
funding support from the Department
of Sport, Arts and Culture and Design
Indaba. Says Design Indaba founder Ravi
Naidoo: “Heading into the 18th year of
this programme, we’ve had the privilege
of seeing numerous stellar talents emerge
and shine ever more brightly over the
years as their careers develop. We’re
extremely proud to have been part of this
process to catalyse the advancement of
creative individuals within the broader
industry here in South Africa and we’re
grateful to our partners for helping to
make this possible.”
Are you - or someone you know the country’s next design star? Apply
to become part of Design Indaba’s
Emerging Creative Class of 2023 now
via designindaba.com – the entry link

can be found on this page: https://www.
designindaba.com/articles/creativework/search-south-africa%E2%80%99snext-generation-creative-sensationsback! For more information, email
- hello@designindaba.com.
Submissions close on 30 November
dw
2022.
www.designindaba.com
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The IID Student Advisory Committee

T

he IID is aware that South
Africa has many young, talented
interior designers and would
like to interact with them more. The
IID wants to empower its young student
members by amplifying their individual
voices and collaborating with them to
shape the industry's future. IID student
members can anticipate online talks and
other activities that will provide final-

year students with a realistic idea of what
to anticipate in the working world.
The Student Advisory Committee is
one of five committees that make up
the IID. This newly formed committee
has the potential to grow, evolve, and
continue to have a significant impact
on young interior design professionals.
The Student Advisory Committee aims
to improve the IID’s presence amongst
interior students, promote the IID as

Trevor Sibanda – IID Student
Advisory Committee Chairperson
Trevor is a young interior designer living and working in Johannesburg.
His passion for assimilating information and forming creative solutions to
existing interior design problems has led to him furthering his education at
a post-graduate level. He is currently employed as an Assistant Lecturer at
the department of interior design and is currently completing his Master
of Arts in Design specialising in Interior Design. As a young interior
designer and academic, he is on a steep and steady learning curve with a
fervent focus on local urban regeneration strategies. Trevor’s enthusiasm
for student affairs has led to him serving as the chairperson of the African
Institute of Interior Designers (IID) Student Advisory Committee where he
continues to have an impact on the development of interior design students.
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a national body for interior design
professionals, and advise the IID on
current student affairs and issues. The
ultimate vision of the committee is to
bridge the gap between interior design
students and the professional industry
by connecting students to a national
community of other students and
dw
interior design professionals.
www.iidprofessions.org.za

Nomfundo Mtshali
Nomfundo Fortunate Desiree Asand'amahlabangane Mtshali is a
twenty-three-year-old student at the Durban University of Technology
completing her Interior Design qualification whilst serving as a
member of the IID Student Advisory Committee.
She was born and bred in the colourful city of Durban, KwaZulu
Natal, and cites the city’s rich mix of historical architecture and
its residents as a major influence on her work. Her passion for the
preservation of historic architectural and interior details in new
interventions is noticeable in her early designs. She loves a good
challenge and believes that nothing is impossible. Nomfundo aims to
explore as many creative industries as possible and aims to further her
interior design and architecture knowledge as a young creative. She
aspires to be internationally known for her designs and to be involved
in local and international projects.

Sharon Nzima

Bongiwe Khumalo
Bongiwe Khumalo is an Interior Design student at the Durban
University of Technology. She describes herself as creative, detailoriented, goal-driven, and dependable. Her energetic and inquisitive
character has led her to serve on the IID Student Advisory Committee
where she has made valuable contributions. Bongiwe is of the opinion
that being knowledgeable about interior design is an ongoing process, and
she follows this up by being proactive about seeking new opportunities
to grow and develop her design skills. She’s passionate about designing
functional and distinctive interior spaces that add value to users. Her goal
is to be a qualified professional senior interior designer and continue to
create spatially distinctive spaces with character and personality.

Sharon Nzima currently lives and studies in Pretoria, where
she’s studying towards her Advanced Diploma in Interior
Design at the Tshwane University of Technology. Sharon
was born and bred in Nelspruit, Mpumalanga, and has been
working on freelance interior design projects since 2019. Her
passion lies in residential design, and she cites the cultural
aesthetics of Afrofuturism as a major influence. She’s always
wanted to revamp houses from a tender age but would like
to gain some valuable industry experience before practicing
independently. Her leadership skills have led her to serve on
the IID’s student advisory committee where she continues to
have a positive impact on the development of interior design
students. The concept of standing out and being unique is a
principle she consistently conveys to her student mentees.
She regards the following quote by Virginia Argueta as daily
motivation, “Remember if you play small, you stay small. It’s
okay to want more, do more, be more.”

Bongani Masinga
Bongani Masinga is a third-year interior design student at the
Tshwane University of Technology. He is a student mentor and
IID Student Advisory Committee member born and bred in the
small town of Lydenburg, Mpumalanga. His interest in design
and construction began as a child. He’d join his father in building
fireplaces and assist him on steelwork projects in his free time.
His mother exposed him to interior decorating at functions and
would encourage him to read Garden and Home magazines from
the 90s. Bongani describes himself as a driven and motivated
young designer with hopes of contributing to the growth of the
local industry by bringing his progressive ideas forward. He
aims to gain valuable experience in the industry and impart his
knowledge and future experiences on to other young aspiring
interior designers.

Nokuthula Luvuno
Nokuthula is an interior design student who loves traveling and
experiencing what the world has to offer. She describes herself as
being creative and passionate about design and she believes design is
critical to the quality of life for all. She cites networking and working
in the industry as positive impacts on my growth. Her current aim
is to complete her qualification in interior design and furthering her
education in the future. Nokuthula is passionate about lighting and
hospitality design and aspires to pursue a career specialising in these
industries.
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KSA Update

T

he 8th of September saw KSA
Cape Town hold their first golf
day in two years. With the
Riverclub having closed down we were
forced to find a new venue for the event
and the Royal Burgundy Mashie course in
Plattekloof hosted the event superbly.
We were greeted with a clear and sunny
day and despite the wind doing its best to
challenge the golfers and the hole sponsors
and their gazebos, it turned out to be a
fantastic event. With the Royal Burgundy
not only offering a mashie course but a
putt-putt one too, we were able to invite
non-golfing members to join us and enjoy
a little silliness playing putt-putt.
The day would not have been possible
without the fantastic support of our
sponsors who made sure the course was
fun and eventful, and that there were a
multitude of wonderful prizes up for grabs.
Thank you to: Sonae Arauco, Mactool,
Kwikot/AEG/Electrolux, Grass, Franke,
Salvocorp, Sangengalo Marble & Granite,
Easylife Kitchens, Citiwood, National
Edging, Max on Top, Interslab, PG Bison,
ProQuartz, Aquelle and Hansgrohe.
Thanks go out to all our members
and guests that participated and played
on the day. As the KSA team we had
to dodge several stray balls that were
taken by the wind and pulled off course.
Congratulations to all our winners on the
day:
Closest to the Pin: 9th Hole – JC
Vachandez from Afristone
Golf :
•
5th Place – team PG Bison
•
4th Place – team Easylife Kitchens
Management
•
3rd Place – team Excellence
Group - Spotlight Joinery and
Infin8 Surfacing
•
2nd Place – team Mactool,
•
1st Place – team Electrolux
•
Winner of the Putt Putt – team
Cami Interiors
We also had 6 amazing lucky drawer
prizes for those players who did not come
in the top 5
Longest Day for golf went to Brenn
from Mactool and in putt putt to Linzy
from Easylife Kitchens Management
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We raffled off a fantastic barrel of booze
chock-a-block with enough to fully stock
a bar. Thanks to all those who supported
the raffle and congratulations to Deon
Vermaak from Easylife Kitchens Paarl
who was the lucky winner.
The evening was brought to a close
with our ‘silliness’ auction where we
auctioned off three adorable fluffy toys
– a unicorn, a giraffe and an elephant.
Each had their own story to capture the
hearts of the bidders, especially the dads
who had missed bedtime goodnights at
home. We were pleased to see all three
find great homes particularly the giraffe
that was claimed by the six-year-old
representative from Quantum Leap
Designs.
A special mention must go to Schalk
and Carla from the Royal Burgundy
Mashie Course as well as Candice and
her Team at Bossa Burgundy for all their
assistance and in making the day such a
huge success. This was the perfect event
to close off our Cape Town events for the
year. We look forward to seeing everyone
back again next year where we will look
into an 18-hole mashie course at the
request of the players.
Please keep an eye out for our last
event for the year in KZN – the much
sought-after Gala Dinner where KSA
members get to entertain the industry
professionals that have supported them
through the year. The event will be held
at the Coastlands Hotel in Musgrave
KZN on 27 October 2022. For more
information contact Kerryn Bailey on
dw
kzn@ksa.co.za.
www.ksa.co.za
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INTERVIEW
started studying graphic design and I
saw that I could create a path for myself
in this type of field. When the time came
to choose a career in matric, I wanted to
do psychology. I was short of a few points
for that, but could still apply for design
school. The funny thing is that objects
like furniture affect one’s psychology,
behaviour and health.

Lights and server by Nando’s HYD 2020 finalist Siviwe Jali of uMugqa Studio. Nokhanya lights are a
collaboration with Ashanti Design and the Ntsimbi server was brought to life with the assistance of
TanDesignSA.
Pattern by Nando’s HYD 2018 finalist Zinhle Sithebe, painted by Ilukuluku Collective.
Stand design and concept by Tracy Lee Lynch of Clout/SA
Photograph by Justin Patrick

Q Where do you find inspiration for
your designs?
A: A lot of places – from personal
experience, observation and a lot
of curiosity about mashing up my
interests. People are also a huge source of
inspiration, as is my culture.

Young Durban creative receives award for being 2022's most
prominent new voice in the design world
Interview with Siviwe Jali
Lights and bench by Nando’s HYD 2020 finalist Siviwe
Jali of uMugqa Studio. Nokhanya lights are a collaboration with Ashanti Design and the Cupisa bench is made
by Pedersen + Lennard.
Pattern by Nando’s HYD 2018 finalist Zinhle Sithebe,
painted by Ilukuluku Collective.
Stand design and concept by Tracy Lynch of Clout/SA
Photograph by Justin Patrick
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S

iviwe Jali, a finalist of Nando’s Hot
Young Designer (HYD) Talent Search
2020, was recently awarded the Best
New Talent prize at Decorex Cape Town
2022 for being the most prominent new
voice in the design world. Jali’s work formed
part of an exhibition of past and current
designs by the various finalists and winners
of HYD since its inception in 2016.
Clout/SA’s director, Tracy Lynch,
curated the bold, eclectic retrospective
exhibition at 100% Design Africa, which
was co-located within Decorex Africa
Reimagined at the CTICC in Cape
Town. Many of these pieces, including
Jali’s three, were brought to life through
collaborations
between
emerging
designers and established designers
and makers initiated by Clout/SA. Jali’s
pieces include Nokhanya Lights, Ntsimbi
server and Cupisa bench. The lights are
a collaboration with Ashanti Design,
the server was brought to life with the
assistance of TanDesignSA and the bench
is made by Pedersen + Lennard.
Jali founded the Durban-based
industrial and product design consultancy

uMugqa Studio in 2018. With a clear line
(uMugqa means line in isiZulu) drawn
between identifying a problem and
solving it, uMugqa Studio aims to put
functional, social design on a pedestal.
We asked Jali some questions about
his design process, where he gets his
inspiration and what’s up next.
Q: Tell us a bit about yourself.
A: Well, my name is Siviwe Jali and I
am an Industrial designer from Durban.
An extroverted introvert, design nerd and
coffee connoisseur. I grew up in Durban
for most of my life, where I spent most of
my childhood at the beach and running
around with my friends getting up to
mischief. My hobbies include reading,
listening to music and podcasts, watching
movies, and designing and making
things. I can’t sit still – always tinkering
and doing something.
Q How did you get started in design?
A: I was always interested in arts and
crafts as a kid, but the spark really started
in primary school when my older sister

Q Tell us about the projects you’re most
proud of and why.
A: The Kwena Square bench and bin
project I recently did was really good. The
Nokhanya Light with Ashanti is another
special project because I worked on that
design for years, and partnering with
them really took the design to the next
level. And, of course, the Ntsimbi server
because of how quickly it came together. I
had never designed anything like it before.
Q What’s your creative process?
A Lots of research; I am very strict
about doing the best research for a
project. Sometimes I look into data
and research for days before I start to
design. I use quick sketches when I start
to conceptualise, then move into more
detailed drawings. Then I go on to CAD
and quick renders, and if things still don’t
make sense or I need to feel the object, I
will create a prototype. None of this is set
in stone, sometimes I jump around and
patch things together.
Q What’s your dream design job?
A: The dream job would be a
social impact project that benefits an
underserved community and also results
in some form of profit. That very narrow
trade-off where capitalism is being used
for good!
Q What was the best part about the HYD
2020 competition?
A: The best part about being part of
the competition was the opportunities
that came from the experience – I saw
an increase in inquiries and business
opportunities.

Q What have you been doing since being
a finalist in the Hot Young Designer 2020
competition?
A: I have been working on my practice,
which is an industrial design consultancy,
and am also developing a range of products.
Q Do you have some exciting upcoming
projects or collaborations that you would
like to share?
A: The Nokhanya Lights collab with
Ashanti Design is something that I am
very excited about. Developing the Cupisa
bench with Pedersen + Lennard has been
a masterclass on how to streamline a
design for production. Everything else I
am working on is still in development and
so I have to keep it hush-hush.
Q What would your top piece of advice
be for anyone looking to be a furniture
designer?

A: Learn how to see details: observe
how people use objects and be obsessed
with understanding how things are made.
This will lay the foundation. After that,
remember to have child-like wonder and
play a lot. Also, try to come up with an
opinion and point of view for life that
bleeds into your work. Interesting people
create interesting work.
Clout/SA continues to actively market
Jali’s pieces on the Nando’s portal to
Africa and to other businesses as well
as offering the designer business and
creative direction as his practise evolves
and grows.
See more about the Nando’s Hot
Young Designer 2020 competition here:
https://clout-sadesign.co.za/nandos-hyddw
announces-2020-finalists/
www.clout-sadesign.co.za
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Bulletproof bags
by URBN_CHC

T

he perfect functional, stylish bag
that features a modern design on
the front hidden pocket for quick
storage and has a fully zipped and roomy
main compartment that is fully lined. The
durable cross-body strap and carry handle
provides multiple wear options including
convenient handsfree use.
URBN_CHC was founded in 2018 with
a passion for personal protection in
the event of an active shooter situation.
Using in-depth research, a cutting-edge
accessory was developed that can be used
every day and offers you the protection
that could save your life.
Statistics on gun violence always sound
unreal, until it affects you or your family.
While it is not possible to always wear a
bulletproof vest, it is possible to convert
your everyday carry bag into a protective
accessory.
URBN_CHC is your go-to source for all
things stylish and multi-functional and
we are dedicated to giving you the very
best Level IIIA protection, with a focus on
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having an everyday accessory that will be
easy to deploy in an emergency.
Product Details:
•
As a perfectly functional and stylish
bag, URB_CHC products feature
modern design, hidden pockets for
quick storage and fully zipped, lined
and roomy main compartments
•
The durable cross-body strap and
carry handle provide multiple wear
options including convenient handsfree use.
•
Made in Cape Town from the finest
grade leather
•
Front pockets for quick storage with
a magnet-closing flap to ensure
items are secure
•
Ballistics: Rated and tested LEVEL
IIIA protection from any standard
handgun ammo under the NIJ
standards, including 45acp and
dw
44Magnum
www.urbnchc.com
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Garage
Soho, NYC

G

roupe Dynamite inc. is pleased
to announce the opening of
the first Garage store in New
York City, located in the trendy SoHo
neighbourhood. In order to thrive among
today’s hyper-connected consumers, the
space acts as a window to our brand vision,
encouraging people to be themselves.
Located at 508 Broadway Street, the
project consists of the renovation of a
commercial space on two levels. The
boutique is part of a five-storey building
of which the upper floors are residential.
Although the project does not affect the
residential floors, the renovation plans
must take into account the working issues
of the space, the entry of goods, universal
accessibility, the presence of old conveyor
systems, and an existing landmark
storefront. In fact, the store is located in
the SoHo-Cast Iron Historic District,
which was designated a National Historic
Landmark in 1978. Various strategies had
to be considered to reuse the existing cast
iron storefront structure, and interior
Photography credit: Groupe Dynamite inc.
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infrastructures such as the existing
conveyor belt, ventilation system, and
the partial reuse of electrical distribution.
However, a new division of the space
allows for the full expression of the brand
experience.
Major investments were made in more
environmental materials, including LED
ambient and accent lighting, custommade Corian fixtures, and glass block
walls, resulting in less maintenance, better
longevity, and higher energy efficiency.
For the Garage store design, a combination
of raw authentic materials was chosen in
order to reflect the effortless style of their
core customers. A mix of natural wood,
Corian tile fixtures, and white steel fixtures
contrast with fluorescent LED lighting,
dichroic glass, and infinite mirror to create
an eclectic environment. The fitting room
zone is vibrant and amplifies opportunities
for self-broadcasting moments, allowing
our customers to express themselves while
shopping.

Storefront rendering
Photography credit: Groupe Dynamite inc.
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Workspace

Embodying the brand’s values, the
space combines a wide array of engaging
themes and entertaining elements
representative of our core customers.
From the moment they enter the Garage
store, customers become engaged in the
story, connect with the visuals, and are
inspired by the showcased looks. Staying
true to our brand image has resulted in
a successful experiential addition to our
dw
Northeast American market.
Technical sheet
•
Interior design: Groupe Dynamite
inc.
•
Millwork: Linea P International,
ICM Fabrication
•
Metal fixtures: Fermos Fabrication
•
Plans
production:
Tricarico
Architecture
•
General
Contractor:
Planit
Construction
•
Signage: Montreal Neon, Aubry
Printing | DDO
•
Lighting: Union Lighting
•
Photography credit: Derreck Stanley
Castillo
www.groupedynamite.com
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WORKSPACE

Workspace
by Stienie Greyling

O

ur (office) working world
has changed drastically – the
pressure to change caused by the
pandemic can no longer be stopped.

WORK FROM ANYWHERE!
The desire now is ‘Work from anywhere’.
Whether at home, airport lounge, hotel
lobby, in the gym, café, car, bar, beach
or other – people want autonomy over
how, when and where they work. The
emphasis will be on delivery, not location.
What works for one group of people or
one organisation, will not suit everyone,
so it is essential to establish a framework
that allows the individual some freedom
while maintaining culture, knowledge
sharing, productivity and brand.
What will offices look like in the future?
The traditional, functional office space
will shift to a workspace designed around
social interaction, collaboration and
relationship building. A greater emphasis
will be placed on technology and spaces
that encourage face-to-face interaction as
the future of work evolves.

Work from anywhere

Working from home

Is working from home the future 2022?
The proportion of people planning
to spend most of their working hours at
home has risen. In February 2022, 84%
of workers who had to work from home
because of the coronavirus pandemic,said
they planned to carry out a mix of working
at home and in their place of work in the
future.
What are employees looking for in 2022?
An increased sense of shared values and
culture is taking shape, with a heightened
focus on building trust and cohesion
within teams, especially where employees
interact remotely. Three quarters of
employees surveyed by Manpower want

Working remotely

to feel motivated and passionate about
work they do.
What is the future of office space?
The office of the future – the office
space that many workers will visit in
the post-pandemic future – may feature
Zoom rooms, desk sign-up sheets and
health-focused touches. Some office
workers may even head into the virtual
world instead of a physical office.

Working remotely

What is a hybrid office?
A hybrid work place, or hybrid office is a
flexible workplace model that is designed
to support a distributed work force of
both in-office and remote workers.

The working world was already
changing before the pandemic hit. But
the transition towards more hybrid
work models really gained momentum
when we went into lockdown and started
demanding more flexibility and better
technological tools.
Some companies already have reduced
or plan to reduce their office footprints by
up to 50%, using hybrid work models to
turn newly vacant spaces into places of
possibility. The right balance between
working from home and being part of a
community can provide a greater sense of
purpose.
With a hybrid work future, headcount
is no longer tied to desks. We are now

seeing desks provided for about 60 – 70%
of employees, assuming that some may
not be in every day. To accommodate all
employees, the additional or soft seating
dw
ratio has increased.

Hybrid work place

Face-to-Face interaction
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The new way of
office furnishing
workspaces
KARE

I

s going back to work in the Covid
19 era even possible? Before the
pandemic, the largest disruption to
work involved new technologies and
glowing trade links. With work life
now retuning to normal, Covid 19 has
elevated the importance of the physical
dimension of working environments.
Businesses have since adopted new ways,
and employee satisfaction and wellbeing are at the top of their priority list.
Employers want the office to be a place
where the environment, tools, technology
and amenities work together to create an

energy that attracts and supports people.
Simply put, the office can be as nice as
home – or even nicer!
KARE helps business and organisations
worldwide highlight their individuality
and build a happy place by creating and

offering a variety of unique, inspiring
and joyful products, arrangements and
services. Our goal is to create conditions
for sustainable engagement that not only
stimulates employees to be productive,
but also fulfills and energises them.

Our Service.
What makes us the perfect partner for
your furnishing ideas:
•
A premier network of partners with
whom we can provide full service on
the highest level.

•

A full portfolio of furnished and
equipped restaurants, bars, office
buildings, hotels, retirement homes,
student hostels, tv sets, boarding
houses, shop fitting, private interior
design projects and even rental services.

•

•

We think well beyond design and
furniture and trend and theme
worlds which contribute to the
impact of your building.
We make your project even more fun
by giving you access to competitive
price advantages offered by direct
wholesome purchasing.

What we are right at home with:
•
Provoking smiles with supersized
deco figurines, colourful eyecatching and instagrammable photoops.
What we are brilliant at:
•
Making every guest feel happy and
dw
amazing.
www.kare-design.com/za/en/
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Étage CL
A Playful and Stimulating Workspace!

T

aktik Design continues its
transformation of Collège SainteAnne. After having completely
renovated the oldest of the buildings onsite, which dates back to 1860, this new
development will take place in the adjacent
building (which was constructed in the
1980s) on the same floor as the classrooms
connected to the Sports Complex. These
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new spaces aim to valorise students'
independence while providing them with
a warm, inviting environment, that is
made possible thanks to the enveloping
aesthetic of the surrounding rounded
forms. The presence of numerous plants
and multiple work lounges makes one feel
at home, and the overall result is both fun
and stimulating.

The renovation of this floor includes
nine re-envisioned classrooms, a teacher’s
lounge providing a variety of workspaces,
and a third section where students work
and study. The facilities were designed to
align with, and welcome, the movement
of the sun throughout the day.
Right from the entrance of the building,
the design establishes the tone of the

dw • Issue 258
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personality of the school and embodies a
dynamic, innovative, and friendly energy.
The black sheep, which is both a mascot
and a seat, represents an invitation to do
things out of the ordinary. The maritime
container, which creates a link with
those in the schoolyard, structures the
entranceway and creates an installation
that is unifying, playful, and surprising.
The brightly lit work alcoves offer various
ambiances due to the custom-made
furniture.
A section of the entrance corridor was
inspired by the Montreal subway system.
That space, defined by hardwood floors
and a lattice, openwork ceiling, was
conceived with the intention of creating
a transitory meeting area similar to that
of a subway station. Seats that one can
lean against allow for exchanges between
students while maintaining organised
circulation. Producing a funnel effect,
one is directed towards the garage doors,
which, once opened, provide access to
a rooftop terrace offering breathtaking
views of the Lachine Canal and its
sunsets.
The layout of this facility promotes a
biophilic design by providing furniture
that serves as a habitat for plants.
Whether on the ground or in elevated
areas, greenery can be found everywhere
and will grow with the students that share
its space, resulting in a “jungle” effect as it
overflows from the windows.
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Lighting

Designs that encourage teamwork and a
sense of belonging
Whether it’s the double classroom with
its removable wall, or the “aquarium”
openings in the single classrooms, these
spaces were built to communicate with one
another, therein creating a collaborative
ambiance. The director’s office was
encased entirely with windows, creating a
sense of accessibility for the students, and
reinforcing a familial atmosphere. The
teachers' room is now a larger space, and
more removed from the hustle and bustle
of the classrooms. Two large common
tables encourage teamwork and enhanced
communications.
More than simply hallways, the
corridors provide a third environment
that acts as both an extension of the
classrooms, and space for circulation.
The strategy of having undefined areas
is embodied in the design, but also
within the intuitive furniture. The layout
allows for an appropriation of the spaces
according to one’s needs and provides the
tools for creating and autonomy, as does
the performance stage.
Graphic design accompanies the
layout interventions via colourful murals
that promote a sentiment of being a part
of the school. The predominant blue
reminds us of the colours of Saint-Anne
College.
The college’s classrooms adapt to
the pedagogical vision of the school,
with 360-degree layouts that embrace
flexibility. The furniture is divided
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between a work section with desks, multilevel office cabinets, and a table on wheels
for teaching that can travel between the
two whiteboards.
Inspired by the energy coworking,
the bright, collaborative spaces permit
students to meet outside of the classroom
environment for the purposes of
brainstorming. The colourful floor, with
its spattered paint, reflects the energy of
the project: a welcoming space conducive
dw
to collaboration and creation.

Technical Sheet
•
Location: Lachine, Québec
•
Project end date: September 2021
•
Area: 15 000 sq.ft
•
Client: Collège Sainte-Anne
•
Designer/Project manager: Cynthia
Papineau
•
Collaborator: Nicola TardifBourdages
•
Graphic interventions: Isabelle
Boucher
•
Photography credit: Maxime
Brouillet
www.taktikdesign.com
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Lighting
by Stienie Greyling

W

alk into a room bathed in
cosy, inviting light and you
will feel instantly at ease.
When designing a space, lighting needs
to be addressed as much as the space itself.
For example, if it is an office space one is
designing, office lighting that encourages
alertness and productivity should be
installed. It also helps to incorporate
controls that allow for changes throughout
the day and evening. The ability to adjust
the intensity of the lighting with a dimmer
switch is ideal.
When lighting for a home the purpose
of each room comes into play. The kitchen,
as a work space, demands brighter, high
CRI (colour accurate) light. The living
room calls for mellow, warmer lighting.
The entrance of a home should
welcome guests and create a smooth
transition from the bright daylight to the
home’s interior lighting. At night, the

Patio and decking lights.

Natural lighting

lighting should ease the visitor from the
dark outdoors into a warm interior light.
Natural lighting can have an impact
when incorporated into a home’s lighting
plan. Beyond energy saving, exposure
to natural light improves mood, and
can be help to make falling asleep easier.
Spending days in areas that are enhanced
by natural light can improve the function
of a person’s circadian rhythm, which can
increase happiness and energy levels.

Smart Lighting.
The smart lighting market has become
highly competitive over recent years, with
more people looking for convenient and
cost-effecive ways to illuminate their
homes at the touch of a button. Flexibility
is one natural benefit of smart lighting
design. New advancements in lighting
controls have made mood lighting easier
than ever.

Floor Lamps.
One of the most notable trends this
year is floor lamps. From a practical
standpoint they are the ideal fixture for
compact spaces, especially those with
difficult to illuminate corners that can
sometime be neglected and left in to a
pool of darkness. In terms of form their
sleek designs and slender shapes make
them an elegant addition to a room.
Art deco shapes.
Art deco lighting with its signature
silhouette, materials and colours continues
to be a trend this year. Crystal details and
chrome will always have their place in art
deco lighting design. In 2022 the subtle
details from the 1930s are at the forefront.

Outdoor lighting.

Outdoor lighting.
Outdoor lighting should be carefully
designed with regard to placement,
intensity, timing, duration and colour.
Good outdoor lighting will promote
safety, save money, conserve natural
resources, retain community’s character
and reduce sky glow and not damage to
the flora and fauna.

Patio and decking lights.
Patio areas directly outside the home
can be illuminated efficiently with
outdoor wall lights. End of garden patios
and decking can be lit using sunken spot
lights built into the decking itself or with
mini bollard lights.
Of course, the most important factor in
lighting your home is what you yourself
dw
prefer.

Art deco shapes.

Art deco shapes.

Smart Lighting.
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A Midsummer
Night's Dream
Montréal, Canada

F

or many cities around the world,
urban design has become the new
mantra. Montreal, UNESCO City
of Design, is fast becoming a leader in
terms of prioritising pedestrian activity
over vehicular traffic. The city, which
has spent a number of years revitalising
its urban infrastructures, is taking
every opportunity to transform its
neighbourhoods, widening its sidewalks
and turning street intersections into small
gathering spaces or mini-gardens.
One of its most recent interventions,
Place Monique-Mercure, is a vibrant
example of this new urban trend. The firm
responsible for this recent project is civiliti,
known for its numerous urban design and
landscape architecture projects that have
had a profound impact on the fabric of
Montreal over the last two decades.
The programme
The programme called for a small urban
oasis with seating, lighting, and scenic
components. The site is a widened sidewalk
located just outside a historic Art Deco
theatre in the lively Outremont district.
Removing a few parking spaces along
the street allowed the designers to provide
neighbours and passersby with a place to sit,
chat, and enjoy street life. Free space around
the bench units can also accommodate
impromptu theatrical events.
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The inspiration
Named after Monique Mercure (19302020), one of Quebec’s most celebrated
actresses, the concept was inspired by
the Art Deco style which characterises
the adjacent 1929 Outremont Theatre.
This historic reference is perhaps best
understood when looking at the project’s
three lightboxes. The floral pattern
reproduced on the sides and top of these
lantern-like objects is a reinterpretation
of a wall motif found above the
auditorium’s decorative pilasters. Artist
Emmanuel Biffa had designed these,
as he collaborated with architect René
Charbonneau on the 1929 theatre.

The challenges
The designers were faced with various
functional and technical challenges as
they tackled the project. Among other
constraints, they had to make sure that
service trucks would be able to access
four manholes connected to an underground electrical vault. Mobility issues
and snow removal
requirements had to
be taken into consideration as well.

Easy access to a small promotional
window located near the theatre’s main
entrance had to be provided. And a final
constraint, related to fire exit regulations,
required the area immediately in front of
the theatre’s lateral doors to be kept free of
any obstacles.
The layout
The concept was developed with the
intention of providing an outdoor living
space amenable to neighbours, theatre
goers, and passersby. It also emerged from
a wish to hold spontaneous theatrical
events, thus enabling the Outremont
Theatre to engage directly with the public.
The result was a plan with a unique
architectural rhythm.
A long, winding granite ribbon weaves
around the site, providing multiple seating
arrangements for families, couples, or
for the solitary flaneur. It culminates
in a small pyramid-like volume at the
intersection of lively Bernard Street,
and the more residential Champagneur
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Street. Three lightboxes act as lanterns to
punctuate the public space and provide it
with a warm glow at night.
The pyramid offers an obvious platform
for dance or acrobatics performances,
whereas the rectangular layout in front
of the theatre’s side doors can easily be
converted into a small stage.
The materials
The Art-Deco theatre was an inspiration
for the designers as they chose the materials
for Place Monique-Mercure. A rich, brown
granite, quarried from Quebec mountains,
was used for the site’s long bench. Douglas
fir was selected for the seating areas,
matching the colour of the theatre’s doors.
The outer layer of the lightboxes (18 x
18 x 24 in) is made of laser-cut stainlesssteel plates, with an interior plexiglass
layer acting as a diffuser to soften the glow
of small LED projectors. Brushed steel
was also used for the decorative bands
inserted in the stone and in the pavement,
giving reference to a typical Art Deco
geometrical line motif.
National Urban Design Award
Place Monique-Mercure received a
Mention (Urban Fragments category) in
the 2022 edition of the National Urban
Design Awards. Organised jointly by the
Royal Architectural Institute of Canada
(RAIC), the Canadian Institute of
Planners (CIP), and the Canadian Society
of Landscape Architects (CSLA), this
biennual award programme is one of the
top distinctions in Canada.
As commented by the jury, “The strong
and clear ode to Art Deco is highly
appropriate for this urban space in front
of the Outremont Theatre. The careful and
deliberate design, materials, theme, and
patterns create a pleasing outdoor ‘theatre’
where real-life plays out in real-time." dw
Technical sheet
•
Client: Arrondissement Outremont,
Ville de Montréal
•
Urban design and landscape
architecture: civiliti
•
Civil and electrical engineering:
FNX-Innov
•
Contractor: Arthier / Pavatech
•
Granite supplier: Polycor
www.civiliti.com
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Bathroom vanity lighting
by Radiant Lighting

W

hen it comes to illuminating
your
bathroom
vanity,
you have three options for
mounting, namely, above the mirror,
flanking the mirror or using an integrated
fixture. Available space and design
preference will dictate your choice.

Bathroom mirror light.
If space is an issue, or you simply prefer
a more streamlined look, a mirror with
integrated lighting is a practical yet stylish
solution. The built-in LED lights are
connected to a power source and can be
activated with the switch of a button.

Above the mirror.
If there is no space next to the mirror, or
you simply prefer the look of an overhead
fixture, the ideal height for installation
is ±198 mm above the mirror. Fixtures
above the mirror generally require
higher wattage bulbs than those that are
positioned lower down.

Other Considerations
When selecting fixtures for your
bathroom vanity, take the overall design
of the room into account. For example,
would you describe it as modern, rustic
or traditional? Introducing fixtures in this
area is an opportunity to inject character
into the space, or reinforce the existing
design aesthetic.
Be mindful of the sconce shades you
select because their transparency and colour
will impact how much light is emitted.
If there is a shower or tub near your
vanity area and you run the risk of water
spraying onto your fixtures, opt for
designs with an IP rating of 44.
Large vanity? Consider mounting a
dual sconce above in the centre, along

Flanking the bathroom mirror.
Mounting wall fixtures on either side
of the mirror is considered the best spot
to optimally illuminate your reflection
in a way that is flattering and functional.
Aim to position your fixtures about 165
to 178 cm from the floor to illuminate
your face without creating awkward
shadows.

with two single sconces flanking the
mirror.
Avoid placing a sconce on just one side
of the mirror, as this will create uneven
illumination.
If you can avoid recessed lighting over
this area of the bathroom, then do so, as it
can cast shadows on the face.
Larger bathrooms will need more than
just vanity lighting to be well-illuminated.
Additional light sources, like recessed
lights and ceiling lights, should form the
first layer of illumination.
While clear bulbs with filaments
are aesthetically pleasing, they’re not
practical for illuminating a bathroom
vanity because they cast shadows. Opaque
or frosted bulbs are the better option,
especially if they are exposed. When
selecting light fixtures for this space,
make sure that the wattage option of your
chosen design supports the required light
output. When using a single-light sconce,
dw
opt for a higher wattage bulb.
www.radiant.co.za

Hello Spring
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Hello Spring
by Stienie Greyling

D

uring the past 24 months
everything about our homes
has most likely received more
attention than in the last five or more
years combined.
Wall colours, functionality, lighting,
furniture, space design and more, virtually
no part of the home escaped attention.
Spring-cleaning a space is a prime
opportunity to both reflect on what we
learned about our family’s lifestyle and
personality during the pandemic, and
how to incorporate those evaluations into
renovations that will increase the use of
space, enjoyment and home value.
In 2022, interiors are continuing to
go big on texture, with an abundance of
natural materials adding layers of organic
tactility to multifunctional living spaces.
Even walls and furniture are getting
touchy feely with 3D wall panelling ideas
for an added dimension.

Curved furniture

Rounded organic shapes

Homeowners are extending their living
areas by making more investments in
exterior spaces than ever before, a trend
that shows even more sustained growth
for 2022.
This spring we will see more curved
furniture and décor.
Bringing in
rounded organic shapes will add
softness to a design and help spaces feel
more comfortable.
As with the trend for curvy furniture
indoors, curves are also making a
comeback in outdoor spaces with more
curved porches, decking, furniture

Mint Green
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Zoned patio areas

and walkways joining different activity
areas.
As we enter the warmer months, home
trends are leaning towards a natural
colour palette. Green will broaden its
range to include brighter colours such as
mints and jade. Warmer tones in dusty
pink, terracotta and coral will create a
sense of vibrancy for spring.
A larger patio is a fantastic opportunity
to create zoned areas for different
activities. Add a seating group around a
fire pit for evening conversations, another
area centred with lounge chairs and a

Terracotta

coffee table near the bar or buffet and the
third zone when seating around the braai.
Large potted plants, oversized planters,
perhaps a few small trees and green grass
will create a landscaped haven.
There is nothing more enticing than
lighting placed around areas. Draped
strings of lights above the seating area,
lighting mounted under the umbrella
to see the table, and solar lighting that
illuminates pathways, the garden or
along the railing. Add a few lanterns or
hurricane lamps for additional mood
lighting.

Sun shading

One does not have to spend a lot of
money to increase outdoor enjoyment.
Adding new, brightly coloured furniture
cushions, sun shading features, or a
vertical herb garden on the patio can
be important updates to a family’s patio
dw
living space.

Vertical gadrens
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Today, we are experiencing the same
need for healing after a time of collective
trauma. The other reason we are craving soft
purples now, has to do with society’s greater
awareness of gender sensitivity and fluidity.

Which is why Plascon invites you to
welcome the Spring with a mindful mood.
You can introduce a contemporary mineral
note into your home with this season’s
quartz-inspired purples: the mysterious

Plascon Smoky Butterfly Bush (P2-D1-3)
and the uplifting Plascon Crescent Moon
(P5-D2-3). To complete the look, an accent
of Plascon Ginger Biscuit (O1-C1-1)
delivers a balancing heat.
If you are looking for something
much quieter, Plascon has also refreshed
the classic black-and-white combo.
For a monochromatic look that isn’t
quite as contrasty and strident as pure
black set against with brilliant white,
Plascon has paired off-black with offwhite in the Mineral palette. Evoking
traditional textile designs in natural
fibres and materials, there’s the softened
and browned black of Plascon Ewa (72),
which is the perfect partner to the warm
grey neutral Plascon Ravine (62). Like
their crystalline counterparts Plascon
Ewa (72) and Plascon Ravine (62) are very
much of the earth.
Those needing assistance in choosing
colours or which colours to use where,
can reach out to Plascon’s free colour
advice team via email: ColourAdvice@
dw
kansaiplascon.co.za.
www.plascon.com

A trendy new Mineral colour palette from
Plascon springs into
consciousness this season
By Plascon

C

rystals and minerals come to
the fore in Plascon’s new Spring
2022 palette. Labelled Mineral,
the palette looks at colours derived from
naturally occurring stones such as purple
amethyst and reddish-brown jasper.
Long known for their vibrational
quality and purported healing properties,
crystals are the result of chemical reactions
happening deep within the earth. So this
palette is in fact very grounded, even
though two of its hero colours are soft,
ethereal lilacs and smoky lavenders.
But why these colours, and why now?
Especially when lilac has long been
rejected as a decorating disaster. The
reasons have much to do with the zeitgeist.
In the post-pandemic era, we have
entered into a new relationship with the
earth, driven by a desire to connect with
self, others and nature. We also have a
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relatively new and heightened awareness
of health and wellness.
Amethyst is a quartz crystal that occurs
in various shades of violet and purple
from the deepest hue to the lightest
blush. Yoga teaches us that these colours
are associated with both the 3rd eye and
crown chakras of the human body and
they denote spiritual awareness and
enlightenment.
“Said to be the bridge that connects the
concrete with the divine - the meaning of
Amethyst has long been synonymous with
spirituality,” writes Tinyritual.co. “Tracing
the lineage of this luminous stone, ancient
civilizations have been celebrating the
amethyst crystal since 25,000 BC. From
the Greeks to the Romans and even the
Egyptians, everyone was drawn to the
deep healing powers the amethyst stone
emanated.”
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Step Into Spring
by Stuart Graham Fabrics

S

tep into Spring with imaginative
colour, pattern and texture from
Prestigious Textiles’ latest selection
of fabrics and wallpapers, designed to
inspire distinct, creative and versatile new
home stylings.
Drawing inspiration from expressive
landscapes and optical illusions, the
new collections showcase a versatile and
stunning range of painterly textures,
carefully crafted embroideries and
shimmering metallics, all made for ontrend interiors.
Our Spring launch includes nine new
collections catering for a wide variety of
interiors. Immerse yourself in this season’s
sophisticated and confident collections
and get ready to invigorate your space.
Craft – naturally textured embroideries,
jacquards, weaves and sheers
Evoking a calming home environment,
the Craft Collection takes inspiration
from
natural
textures
through
embroideries, weaves, jacquards, and
sheers, incorporating warm-toned fabrics
for a cohesive feel. Craft embraces softer

hues of warm neutrals, fresh greens, and
cool silvers, enhancing balanced interiors.
Meadow – fauna and flora of the English
countryside (Eco collection)
Embracing the flora and fauna of
the English countryside, Meadow
combines sustainably sourced cotton
and recycled polyester in a collection of
prints, jacquards and embroideries. This
new PT Eco range has been inspired by
nature’s whimsical forms, with Meadow’s
five designs embracing bark textures,
eucalyptus stems and watercolour florals.
Monsoon – rich hued printed velvets
Offering a stylised take on the everpopular tropical trend, the Monsoon
Collection incorporates a vast range of
designs, from richly hued printed velvets,
playful leopards, and complementary
jacquards for a textured finish. Dimension
is created with statement leaf prints
and metallic foil highlights, adding a
captivating finish. These decadent tones
anchor the theme and bring added luxe
with rich greens, deep reds, and dark
charcoals that allow for a confident and
sophisticated maximalist look in any space.
Montrose – Classic collection of
decadent designs
A refined and elegant addition to any
home, the prints, jacquards, and rope
embroidery tell a story of extravagance
with large rose florals, distressed stone
urns and statement damasks.
Perspective Fabric and Wallpaper –
Eclectic statement prints, textured semiplains, tactile jacquards and wallpapers
Playing on optical illusions and
embracing
layered
finishes,
the
Perspective collection includes statement
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prints, textured semi-plains, tactile
jacquards and textured wallpapers. Taking
inspiration from natural stone, marble
effects and stonework, depth is created
with two striking prints embracing
three dimensional effects. Imbued with
subtle hints of metallic, complementary
jacquards further enhance the theme for
creating multi layered interior schemes.
Sri Lanka – Jacobean florals and stylised
trees
Inspired by the original tropical
landscapes and vibrant culture of Sri
Lanka, this linen-look collection of
jacobean florals and stylised trees
is bursting with colour and style.
Featuring painterly textures and intricate
embroideries, the collection incorporates
stunning jacobeans, ornate damasks and
a complementary mosaic tile, for truly
captivating interiors.
Summer House – Decorative tile
designs, foliage embroideries and linen
look palm designs
Summer House brings a laid-back look
into interiors, with tropical trend décor.
From decorative tile designs and foliage
embroideries to linen-look palm prints
and a beautiful burnout sheer, Summer
House’s eight designs create a tropical
sanctuary in any living space.
York – Soft chenille with metallic sheen
for dimensional finish
The York Collection offers soft chenille
fabrics with a subtle metallic sheen
for a dimensional finish, in a series of
luxurious shades. From deep plums to
neutral oatmeal shades, the collection
exudes timelessness for all interior needs.
dw

www.stuartgraham.co.za
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ON THE
TERRACE

T
Herman Miller and
HAY Unveil Fresh
Take on Classic
Eames Collection
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he collection celebrates the design
talent of yesterday and today,
bringing together longtime Eames
fans, Rolf and Mette Hay, and the designs
that inspired them.
Zeeland, Mich: Herman Miller, in
collaboration with Danish design brand
HAY, today unveiled the Herman Miller
x HAY Collection — a 21st-century
reinterpretation of eight beloved Eames
mid-century classics. Featuring new,
inspired colour palettes and updated
materials, the collection is a powerful
combination of original, timeless design
with a contemporary point of view. It also
serves as a full-circle moment for HAY
founders Rolf and Mette Hay — lifelong
admirers of modern design, Herman
Miller, and the Eameses.
“Herman Miller is built on a legacy of
risk taking and creative collaboration,”
says Ben Watson, President, Herman
Miller. “With this collection, HAY
thoughtfully reimagines Eames classics
in a forward-thinking, first-of-its-kind

collaboration. A unique vision of colour,
the evolution of thoughtful materials,
and a beautifully interconnected story
of design partnership harnesses the
enduring spirit of Herman Miller.”
In anticipation of HAY’s 20th
anniversary in 2022, Herman Miller
approached Rolf and Mette with a flexible
provocation: What could the two design
brands do together that they could
not create alone? The answer: a fresh
take on the original colour palette and
material ingenuity of the Eames furniture
collection made by Herman Miller to
deliver a group of pieces that are both
obviously Eamesian — and uniquely HAY.
Driven by curiosity and play, Rolf
and Mette’s philosophy, as well as their
intimate design partnership, this new
collection also aligns with their biggest
influences, Charles and Ray Eames, whose
unique synergy led to iconic status in
modern design. Mette cites the Eameses’
playful, yet rigorous approach to design
as the model for her and her husband

Rolf ’s own process. “They were very
experimental in taking advantage of new
technologies, “says Rolf Hay. “And they
were having fun.” Like their predecessors,
the Hays have always been motivated
by the certainty that good design is for
everyone — a founding principle behind
HAY the brand.”
“Since the inception of HAY, our goal
has been to provide our customers with
access to works by the best designers in
the world — designers who understand
that if you want to create high-quality
industrial design for the many, then you
need to find smart ways of producing,”
adds Rolf Hay. For that element, he
points to Herman Miller’s track record
of innovative manufacturing and
precision engineering: “If you look at
a product like the Aeron Chair, there’s
only one company that could develop a
chair with such complexity — and that’s
Herman Miller. It takes a strong passion
for design and a pioneering legacy in
production.”
HAY consulted the Herman Miller
archives for references that could help
modernise the company’s approach to
colour without recreating it directly. “Being
very familiar with the existing colour range,
my intention was to focus on looking
ahead, instead of looking too far back,”
says Mette Hay. Her research was further
informed by delving into Eames ephemera
catalogued by MillerKnoll archivist Amy
Auscherman; one-off furniture prototypes
listed on auction sites and in museum
catalogues; and out-of-production textiles
by Alexander Girard, archived at textile
brand Maharam’s New York studio.
The Eameses had worked closely with
Alexander Girard, who was the founding
director of the textiles division at Herman
Miller and became their close personal
friend and frequent collaborator. Girard’s
innovation within the textile realm — in
which he employed bold and unusual
colour combinations as well as subtle,
understated, and textural palettes —
offered the Eameses a wide array of options
when considering how to further enhance
their genre-defying mid-century furniture.
Rolf points to history’s many designers,
“who are great in terms of giving form
to industrial design, but are lacking in
[development of] colour and texture. That
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ON THE
TERRACE
Hang-It-All, which sports cast-glass
balls in place of the original painted
wood, representing a new play on colour,
tactility, and utility. The Eames Wire Base
Low Table and Universal Base Round
Table, now with cast-glass tops, bring
artistic craft and dimension to any space.
As part of MillerKnoll’s commitment to
reducing its environmental impact, the
Molded Plastic Shell Chairs, both with
and without arms, contain 100% postindustrial recycled plastic available in the
HAY-designed six-colour palette; and the
Eames Wire Chairs are powder-coated
for outdoor use with optional cushions
upholstered in tone-on-tone outdoor
fabric. Hay’s reimagining of the iconic
Eames Molded Plywood Chair, now in an
emerald green colourway ubiquitous to
HAY’s additional best-selling collections,
is a personal favorite product of Mette and
Rolf ’s; in fact, one of the original Eames
prototypes currently resides in the Hays’
own living room in Denmark.
The collection is available in North
America, South America, Asia, Australia,
and Africa starting September 21, 2022.
For a full look at the collection, please
dw
visit our website.
www.hermanmiller.com/hmxhaycollaboration/
www.hay.com/

Outside in
Hope Garden Furniture

I

t’s not commonplace nor garden
for that matter, to find a chair that's
equally at home, inside and out.
The origami chair - ‘our take and remake’
of a mid-century design of Japanese origin
and a recent addition to our contemporary
line of outdoor furniture, does just that …
and comfortably too.
Whether sitting lightly outside on
the deck of your weekend retreat or
nestled deep in the carpeted floor of
your apartment, you will find that its
unusual and elegant minimalistic form
and its surprising ergonomic comfort will
persuade you to take it…well everywhere.

Perched outside on a wooden deck,
lounging beside the pool, or sitting
(without sinking) on your lawn to read,
its simple lightweight folding form allows
you to easily move it around with the
sun - and at the end of the day, fold it up
and bring it into your living room where,
with the addition of a loose sheepskin and
warm rug you can slide it up close to the
fire and finish another chapter.
The origami chair is a simple versatile
seat that exemplifies the qualities we
strive for in the furniture we make at
HOPE - authentic, durable, functional
and beautiful.

The lightweight tubular frame is made
from 304 grade stainless steel and the
waxed polycotton canvas seat, double
stitched by a local master saddle maker, is
available in three neutral subdued colours,
sand, grey and olive. There is a choice of
oiled beech or natural jarrah cylindrical
wooden arms. When not in use (not that
often) a purpose made toggle device holds
the chair in a folded standing stance to
facilitate economic storage.
origami…. unfold one… anywhere. dw
www.hopegf.com

was not the case with Charles and Ray
Eames — they had a fantastic sensibility,
and working with Alexander Girard was
inspiring for both of them, as working
with his textiles has been for us.”
Mette’s vision of colour in this collection
pays homage to Ray Eames’s artistic eye
and Girard’s world of boundary-pushing
colours. The collection includes seven
spirited colourways meant for endless
interplay and combination, including
colours like Toffee, Iron Red, and Powder
Yellow. Complementing the main colour
palette is a special edition of the Eames
Sofa Compact upholstered in a circa-1955
colourway of Girard’s Jacob’s Coat textile,
which Maharam has faithfully reissued
for the collaboration at Mette’s request.
The collection’s innovative material
palette was expanded elsewhere in the
collection, including with the Eames
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ALL ABOUT
ART

BOUTEILLE À LA MER
KOLLEKTIV GESAMTKUNSTWERK : Killian Petracek, Anton V. Schmunk, Marcel Navid Sharifian, Kalieb Johanes, Anh Khoa Ngo, Timur Zhigaylo
JURY PRIZE

Festival des Architectures Vives 2022
Montpellier, France

FRAGMENT
Chiara Vigneri & François

LA MAUVAISE HERBE NE MEURT JAMAIS
Atelier Mobile : Cristiano Tosco, Miriam Quassolo, Corrado
Scudellaro, Fabrizia Muci, Francesco Paolo Rolfo

ENTRE DEUX VALSES
AMBLA : Morgane Berson, Karen Le Corroller, Maxime Molinari

T

BOUTEILLE À LA MER
KOLLEKTIV GESAMTKUNSTWERK : Killian Petracek, Anton
V. Schmunk, Marcel Navid Sharifian, Kalieb Johanes, Anh Khoa
Ngo, Timur Zhigaylo
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he 2022 edition of the Festival des
Architectures Vives received very
positive feedback from the public
with the number of visitors at around
10,000 people.
The purpose of the Festival des
Architectures Vives is to raise public
awareness of the broad field of architecture.
It strives not only to highlight the work of
a young generation of architects, landscape
architects, urban planners, but also to
discover unexpected urban territories.
Some installations allow interaction
with the public. Without leaving
physical traces, the FAV seeks to mark
the spirits, to initiate a global reflection
on architecture and its development in
an existing urban context as well as to
create a dialogue between contemporary
creation and heritage. Mediators, students
at the Montpellier School of Architecture
are present at each location and enable
visitors to better appreciate the course.
The event is free, testifying to this desire
to be open to as many people as possible.

ENTRE DEUX VALSES
AMBLA : Morgane Berson, Karen Le
Corroller, Maxime Molinari
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ALL ABOUT
ART

UNE ILLUSION D'ETERNITE
Malo Chabrol, Lucas Buti

ÉCHANTILLON T22U.RFU
Slow architectures & Mobiterre : Olivia
Frapolli, Sébastien Soulez-Larivière,
Rachid Mizrahi, Miki Nectoux

FAV 2022 teams
The teams that create the ephemeral
installations are selected after a call for
applications launched in September. They
come from France and abroad.
Jury Prize
BOUTEILLE A LA MER
KOLLEKTIV GESAMTKUNSTWERK:
Killian Petracek, Anton V. Schmunk,
Marcel Navid Sharifian, Kalieb Johanes,
Anh Khoa Ngo, Timur Zhigaylo
Brussels // Belgium- Frankfurt am
Main // Germany
- Public Prize
UNE ILLUSION D'ETERNITE
Malo Chabrol, Lucas Buti
Marseille, France
- Special mention
FRAGMENT
Chiara Vigneri & François Chantier
Berlin // Germany
- Special mention
CAELOSCOPE
Alek Rokosz
Krakow // Poland
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PAYSAGE EN SUSPENS
BoON Architecture + mock up : Jean-Nicolas Bouchard, Julie Bradette,
Hugo Thibeaudeau, Thierry Thibaudeau, Véronique Côté

PAYSAGE EN SUSPENS
BoON Architecture + mock up : Jean-Nicolas Bouchard, Julie Bradette, Hugo Thibeaudeau, Thierry
Thibaudeau, Véronique Côté
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ALL ABOUT
ART

L’ILLUSION DE LA PERMANENCE
Atelier VYà : GAUQUELIN Achille &
BOSSARD Timothée

- ENTRE DEUX VALSES
AMBLA: Morgane BERSON, Karen LE
CORROLLER, Maxime MOLINARI
Marseilles - Béziers // France

Fabrizia Muci, Francesco Paolo Rolfo
Torino // Italy
- ÉCHANTILLON T22U.RFU
Slow architectures & Mobiterre: Olivia
Frapolli, Sébastien Soulez-Larivière,
Rachid Mizrahi, Miki Nectoux
Montpellier // France
- LE CHATEAU DE CARTES
B.O: Joan BARDY, Jean ORLIAC
Barcelona // Spain
FAV 2022
– 16th edition in Montpellier
– June 14 to 19, 2022 in Montpellier
- 10,000 visitors
– 10 installations

- PAYSAGE EN SUSPENS
BoON Architecture + mock up:
Jean-Nicolas Bouchard, Julie Bradette,
Hugo Thibeaudeau, Thierry Thibaudeau,
Véronique Côté
Quebec // Canada
- LA MAUVAISE HERBE NE MEURT
JAMAIS
Atelier Mobile: Cristiano Tosco,
Miriam Quassolo, Corrado Scudellaro,

Photo credit: photo architecture
dw
festival des architectures vives
CAELOSCOPE
Alek Rokosz
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LE CHATEAU DE CARTES
B.O : Joan Bardy, Jean Orliac

LA MAUVAISE HERBE NE MEURT JAMAIS
Atelier Mobile : Cristiano Tosco, Miriam Quassolo, Corrado
Scudellaro, Fabrizia Muci, Francesco Paolo Rolfo

-L'ILLUSION DE LA PERMANENCE
Atelier VYà: GAUQUELIN Achille &
BOSSARD Timothée
Paris, France
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PAYSAGE EN SUSPENS
BoON Architecture + mock up : Jean-Nicolas Bouchard, Julie Bradette, Hugo Thibeaudeau, Thierry
Thibaudeau, Véronique Côté

www.festivaldesarchitecturesvives.com
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Hong Kong Studio via. Unveils
Hybrid Office Centred on
Creativity and Wellbeing
Hong Kong
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Hong Kong Studio via.
Unveils Hybrid Office
Centred on Creativity
and Wellbeing
Hong Kong

H

oused in a New York-style brick building, Contempo
is the design office of via. The studio has transformed a
former industrial space into a hybrid work and creative
environment spanning nearly 10,000 sq.ft. over two floors.
Designed to promote a sense of community and to inspire ingenuity,
the office merges versatile and fluid work zones with myriad social
spaces, drawing on an inventive palette and understated colours to
impart a relaxed, cohesive ambience.
The main workspace is arranged on the lower floor, framed by
galvanised steel partitions, and where an emphasis is placed on
creating a balance between physical and desktop experiences. To
facilitate varying work flows and team dynamics, solo work stations
are coupled with smaller break-out areas and workshop tables to
encourage interdisciplinary collaboration, an approach that is deeply
rooted in the studio’s holistic culture.
A long corridor separates other work functions on the lower floor
- such as a private meeting space - and visually connects the allinclusive material library at the back with the lush outdoor terrace.
Alongside green views, the light-filled café is a place for staff to forge
closer connections, or to unwind and disengage from their work,
combining a relaxed lounge and a spacious common area where a
dynamic set-up accommodates informal exchanges, dining, seminars
– or even film screenings. The barista-style bar is constructed from
three-metre-long travertine, creating a visual anchor for the space,
while adding tactility.
Barista-style bar counter with blush barstools.

The staircase, lined with Scandinavian timber, connects the two studio floors.

Open-planned work spaces.
The open-planned space incorporates group discussion tables and different
seating options to facilitate different work styles and collaborative efforts.
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‘Rumah Hitam’ painting by Yunizar adorn the gallery walls alongside a bench and ‘Vanimal’ barstool by via.

Contempo is located within a renovated industrial building with a brick facade.

Hunter green walls and terrazzo floors impart a different
mood in the retail corner.

Lounge seats in the cafe.

Private meeting room.

The two studio floors are linked by a feature staircase, lined entirely in
warm Scandinavian timber and crafted with a double-layered, angular
balustrade. Contempo’s upper level is a multi-purpose gallery and
event space. Conceived as an extension of the workspace to showcase
the team’s artistic talents, and to welcome creative partnerships, the
gallery houses commissioned artworks alongside sculptural pieces
and furniture designs. Internal swing and sliding doors flexibly turn
the space into a standalone venue for exhibitions or intimate dinners,
free from the distractions of other work areas. A striking retail display
showcases the range of lifestyle goods developed by the studio’s
artistic arm, one k edition, and is set in the corner of the gallery with
textured green walls and terrazzo floor.
The fixed inventory within the office was designed in-house, from
walls and shelves upholstered in fabrics, kitchen units, cabinets and
storage built to suit the needs of designers, to crafted details such as
milled wood door handles. Demonstrating a passion for authentic
craft and function, the furniture range includes contemporary
classics from Artek, Karimoku Case Study, Nikari, and Benjamin
Hubert’s collection, as well as bespoke pieces that are given a softened
touch by Kvavdrat fabrics.
Photography credit: Kenneth Chao
About via.
Established in 2009, via. is an interdisciplinary architecture and
interior design practice based in Hong Kong. Led by founder and
principal, Frank Leung, the studio’s award-winning portfolio includes
residential, hospitality, commercial, and cultural projects throughout
Asia. Driven by the curiosities of life and a continual quest for beauty,
via.’s designs are imbued with an emotional resonance tailored to
dw
each project’s locale, purpose, and aspirations.
www.via-arc.com/project/contempo/
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Canal House
Amsterdam, Netherlands
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Canal House
Amsterdam, Netherlands

A

msterdam

based studio, i29, converted a neglected 17th century
canal house into a bright home with unexpected views and
room for discovery. The house, located along the canals near
Amstelveld, was originally built in 1675. Over the years, the neglected
house had fallen into a state of near total ruin, and the renovation
took more than two years to execute in collaboration with a team of
specialists.
The new interior highlights different areas in colour, which provides
a new perspective on the monument. Original details are variously
exposed or hidden in colourful rooms. To create unexpected sightlines and to create a spatial experience, the different spaces are
connected by allowing colour or finish to seamlessly blend from
one space to another. In contrast to the existing structure, new
interventions and finishes by i29 are clearly recognisable.
The kitchen space on the ground floor is finished in white concrete
and features light walls and a custom-designed oak kitchen and dining
table. Passing through it, a green glass volume marks a hidden, fullyequipped guest room with an en-suite bathroom and garden access.
The kitchen is visually connected to the study room above through
a gray stained oak wall, which also forms a beautiful entrance to the
rooms above. That same gray continues into the living room, but in
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the form of a fabric wall covering for acoustics. Behind the rotating
book wall in the living room, another hidden area reveals a reading
or relaxation space, engulfed in a calming blue finish.
The design of the upstairs sleeping quarters radiates comfort and
luxury like a true hotel experience. The master bedroom, with its
original roof construction, is separated from the bathroom by a
mirrored volume that encloses both the stairwell and the shower area.
The shower walls are constructed with two-way mirrors, enhancing
direct views of the canals. The adjacent bathroom features a traditional
Japanese bath and freestanding matching sink, both in wood. All of
the new and clearly-designed interventions are tailor-made for this
17th century house and blend into the existing environment, yet also
raise the quality of the house to a higher level that is ready for the
dw
next generation.
Technical sheet
•
project: Canal House
•
design: i29
•
client: private
•
floor area: 115 m2
•
completion year: 2021
•
Photography credit: Ewout Huibers
www.i29.nl/projects/canal-house
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Blanchette Architectes Designs
New Vention Office Space
Inspired by Cities
Montreal, Canada
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Blanchette Architectes Designs New
Vention Office Space
Inspired by Cities
Montreal, Canada

T

he reputed Montreal firm of Blanchette Architectes has
just completed the transformation of an old carpet factory
for its client, Vention. Thanks to the project, the company
specialising in industrial automation gained more than 15,000 sq. ft.
of office space on two levels in its facility at 4767 Dagenais St., in
Montreal’s Saint-Henri neighbourhood.
Openness and fullness in harmony
Since Vention was already occupying part of the building, the
challenge was to tell a new story alongside the existing one. “To
do that, we designed a building within the building,” said Sarah
Arsenault, director of the interior design department at Blanchette
Architectes. “The project brief was to create a space that would
encourage the harmonious coexistence of a variety of functions. It
also had to work within existing architectural constraints, from the
high windows to the urgent need to maximise the amount of usable
space added to the existing offices.”
Because the ceilings were very high and the space was fully open, the
experts at Blanchette Architectes were intent on avoiding the “worker
warehouse” effect. To that end, they proposed occupying the core –
an idea inspired by older cities, where the settlement grew around
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a nucleus, typically a church. The approach was truly reflective of
Vention’s workplace community, where team members work in a
collegial mode.
The city concept emerged early in the project. As a result, even though
they were not explicitly aware that it was at the heart of the concept,
some employees started referring to the new workspace as a “village.”
The space was officially opened in June, 2022, after nine months of
design and construction work.
“Our employees form a community working on shared projects,”
said Michelle Mathieu, Vention’s project manager for the office
redesign project. “The architecture implemented by the specialists at
Blanchette Architectes aligns with that philosophy, because it creates
multiple meeting points for employees.”
A lively, welcoming space
After installing a volume in the centre of the space as a way to divide
it, meeting areas were created. Here too, the idea of urbanity inspired
the designers, with the work and meeting rooms playing a similar
role to the public and recreational spaces typically found in cities.
Gravitating around the main object, we find a monumental arch to
one side. It is an imposing structure, created to link two existing
technical conduits. Like the Arc de Triomphe in Paris, this structure
magnifies constraints, celebrates victories and serves as a portal. On
the other side, an adaptive podium serves as a parvis, promontory
and threshold. Linking the two levels, the structure animates the
space as a place of interstices and informal encounters.
As a nod to their frequent use in robotics and on production lines,
structural shapes are used extensively in different sections, creating
a look reminiscent of Meccano toys. But their function is not merely
symbolic, because these metal structures serve, among other things,
to support the cantilevered roof.
The signature blue used in Vention’s imagery was integrated
harmoniously, for example in the tinted glass of the windows in
offices and other closed rooms.
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Well planned, well executed
The challenge was met: walking routes are lost and rediscovered,
surprises are created, spaces narrow then widen, the different
functions rub elbows and follow each other closely. In effect, the
Blanchette Architectes team created an itinerary of surprises in a
serendipitous new context, where chance leads to unexpected and
fruitful discoveries.
In terms of operations, Blanchette Architectes demonstrated
exceptional discipline by meeting the initial budget, set at less than $80
per square foot. The contractor, Groupe Manovra, showed impressive
flexibility by constantly adapting to uncontrollable factors, such as
supply delays, and by handling all facets of electromechanical design.
“On a day-to-day basis, this was one of the most pleasant projects
to work on,” said Manovra president Guillaume Salicco. “On the
one hand, the client was deeply committed, with a team made up of
passionate people with a love of architecture. On the other hand, we
were part of the project from the very beginning, which facilitated
the process. That said, the brief changed very little at each step. That
shows that Blanchette Architectes had a clear vision and responded
dw
to Vention’s needs and expectations from the start.”
Technical sheet
Project Name : Vention
Location : Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Client : Vention
General contractor: Groupe Manovra
Architect & designer : Blanchette Architectes
Project Manager : Sarah Arsenault
Design Team : Patrick Blanchette, Sarah Arsenault, Pierrick Julienne,
Chantal Béatriz Shahin Cajas & Roman Zubco
Collaborators: EDP (lighting), Vention (profiles and fasteners)
Project Type: Interior architecture – office space
Budget: 80$/sq.ft
Project completion date: June 2022
Photography Credit: Alex Lesage
www.groupemanovra.com
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Pingtung Public Library
Pingtung County, Taiwan
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Children's Library
Photo credit: Yuchen Chao Photography

Pingtung Public Library

Reading Area
Photo credit: Yuchen Chao Photography
Reading Area
Photo credit: Yuchen Chao Photography

Atrium
Photo credit: Yuchen Chao Photography

Pingtung County, Taiwan

T

he Pingtung Public Library is an extension and renovation
project of an existing cultural centre, originally built in 1983
and located in the middle of the Millennium Park of Pingtung
City. The main objective of the transformation is to introduce
transparency and accessibility to the once hermetic building and its
disoriented landscaping.
On an urban scale, a transparent new lobby was proposed and attached
to the western side of the existing building. It turns the architectural
axis and approach 90 degrees in order to make the library face the
city directly. Instead of arriving through a series of formal boulevards
and plazas, the new approach guides visitors through the forest and
arcades before entering the library. Therefore, the architecture is more
attuned to the physical and psychological conditions of contemporary
library readers.
The new lobby consists of a parallelogram plan, and is supported by
a continuous V-shaped steel structure. Several “activity Islands” are
aligned, including a sunken seating area, a floating mezzanine, and
a pair of suspended lanterns. The expanded glass curtain walls link
the interior to the exterior, revealing the activities of the library to the
city, and vice versa.
On an architectural scale, by transforming the original entrance
lobby into a wood-lined reading room, and its three levels of compact
book storage into a bright, multi-functional atrium, the originally
fragmented and congested building becomes fluid and identifiable.
Two distinct staircases, one spiral and one stair-seating, complete the
reader’s circulation path, while providing various seating types and
opportunities along the journey. Taking advantage of surrounding
park views, an open floor plan, and natural materiality, the library
programming and furniture deployments can achieve individuality,
flexibility, and a sense of intimacy that are important characteristics
of contemporary libraries.
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Senior's Atrium
Photo credit: Yuchen Chao Photography

Façade of Old Library
Photo credit: Yuchen Chao Photography

Young Adult's Atrium
Photo credit: Yuchen Chao Photography

Section AA'
Photo credit: MAYU architects

The exterior of the original structure is now clad in white aluminum
panels and louvres. An arcade extends from the original entrance
to function as a link space between the reading room and the lawn,
which was transformed from the reduced entrance plaza. The new
landscape design connects the library seamlessly to its surrounding
park, inviting citizens to use this new public space regardless of their
dw
purpose.
Technical sheet
•
Location: No. 69, Dalian Road, Pingtung City
•
Construction Material: Steel & Reinforced Concrete
•
Site Area: 59289.53 m2
•
Building Area: 2416.26 m2
•
Total Floor Area: 8596.86 m2
•
Number of Storeys: 6 + 1 (basement)
•
Overall Design Time: 2017/4 ~ 2018/2
•
Overall Construction Time: 2018/5 ~ 2020/2
www.mayuarchitects.com/pingtung-county-public-library

Lobby
Photo credit: Yuchen Chao Photography

Entrance of Children's Library
Photo credit: Yuchen Chao Photography
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TAIL OF
THE DOG

Royalty Rules

T

he Queen is dead. Long Live the
King!

Rumblings about the monarchy are
being heard far and wide – some
countries wondering if they should still
be members of the commonwealth,
former colonies demanding back the
jewels raped from their soil, clips
of the new British Prime Minister in
her student days, denouncing the
monarchy. Respect for the late queen
and her lifetime of service to people
all over the world are quelling these,
but they may resurface.
One aspect of royalty that will not be
side-lined is the huge commercial
value of anything pertaining to it as
a brand. Commemorative events are
opportunities for tourism, and for the
manufacture of mementos. Tourism,
even in sad times, is flourishing.
People want to see the different royal
palaces, even if it means simply
standing at the gates and looking
through the bars. Apparently, some

Americans paid $500 for the privilege
of a reserved spot on the Royal Mile
leading to Windsor Caste at Harry
and Megan’s wedding, just to get
a glimpse of the couple (unkindly
labelled Ginger and Whinger by one
Australian news network).
The selection of goods for the
Royal Palace shops has always
been carefully controlled, with high
quality products commissioned from
companies with Royal Warrants,
designed and chosen with care. The
Royal Collection Trust manages the
retail and commercial parameters of
the sales of these goods.
As people queued for hours to walk
past the Queen’s coffin in Westminster
Hall, stands were quickly set up along
the way by traders, shamelessly
selling trinkets to commemorate her
life (death?) – this is the one end of the
marketing, with flags, keyrings, fridge
magnets, T-shirts and of course the
inevitable mugs. Business has been

booming. With so much happening
over the funeral period, it is unlikely
that the controlling forces will bother
to stop any of this activity.
A more sombre note was marked by
Selfridges and Liberty closing their
doors on the day after the Queen’s
death was announced, Fortnum and
Mason’s landmark clock was stopped
and their windows shuttered. Sporting
events were postponed, flags were
lowered nation-wide.
For me, the superb orchestration of
British ceremonial events validates
every moment spent watching the
television, the documentaries that
have been waiting to be aired, the
brass bands, the solemnity. The care
and thought that has gone into every
detail, has been brilliant. I do not need
a toy corgi, I will be happy with the
visual feast.
Gill Butler

BRIGHT IDEAS

18 – 20 May 2023

sandton convention centre,
Johannesburg, south africa

Yoshiki Matsuyama's
New Portable
Lamp, Designed
for Ambientec,
Evokes the Soft
and Majestic
Form of a Whale

Join us in 2023 – contact us now
for your exhibition space

Yokohama, Japan

I

t surfaces gently from the depths of the
ocean to and brings its warm and tender
light into our living spaces. Between
light design and marine biology: Ambientec
presents “Cachalot”, the new portable lamp
designed by Yoshiki Matsuyama.
Starting from its very name, the piece
evokes the fluid and majestic image of
a whale. Cachalot is an evocative and
symbolic object, without cartoonish or
overly-literal reference to the cetacean
figure, while perfectly grasping its
essential and familiar form. This portable
lamp can be freely placed on a shelf, among
books, on an end table, or surrounded by
other favorite objects. Like all Ambientec
pieces, it invites us to develop a genuine
emotional relationship with it.
“As a child, I was enchanted by the
whales and cetaceans in picture books
and adventure novels. Today as a designer
I find the shape of these ocean creatures
fascinating: powerful and fluid, yet also
warm and gentle. It is this majesty imbued
with sweetness that I hoped to convey
with Cachalot. Its soft light spreads into
the night and makes time seem to slow
down - just as a whale moves through
the depths of a silent sea, creating an
atmosphere of peace and quiet,” explains
designer Yoshiki Matsuyama.
Cachalot is a sculptural light, a fine
example of the synthesis of cutting-edge
illumination technology, precise artisan
craftsmanship and high-quality materials
that sets Ambientec apart, along with its
poetic design.
The base is die-cast zinc with a copper
plated finish. The lamp shade is made of
pure, crystal-clear and durable acrylic,
available in clear or dark gray. Inside, a

tubular-shaped LED unit using unique
proprietary technology produces a warm,
gentle light.
“Cachalot” is an evocative declaration
of love for the depths of the sea. This
project is Ambientec’s first design
inspired by nature. Yoshinori Kuno, CEO
and founder of the brand, asked Yoshiki
Matsuyama to develop a concept for a
zoomorphic lamp. Drawing on his own
personal experience, the designer turned
to the shape of a whale. Unconsciously,
his idea intersected with the passion
for the sea that has always been part of
Ambientec’s identity.
In his early entrepreneurial days Kuno
created RGBlue, a brand of professional
lights for underwater photography still
synonymous with excellence. Now with
Ambientec, his visionary spirit has
brought that technical know-how into
the world of design, creating wireless and
rechargeable waterproof lamps.
“With Cachalot, Yoshiki Matsuyama
has exceeded my expectations. With this
poetic metaphor of the whale, he recalls
Ambientec’s technical background and
fully expresses our values: a deep love
for nature and the sea, along with respect
for the environment. Cachalot, like all
our lamps, is also designed to last: this
is the opposite of the “disposable object”
mentality, and it comes thanks to our
selection of ultra-durable materials and
careful construction methods,” says
Yoshinori Kuno, CEO of Ambientec.
Ambientec: supporting underwater
photographers and marine biologists
Making the general public aware of the
situation of the ocean environment and

the creatures that inhabit it is an important
step towards protecting this delicate
ecosystem. Building on its experience
with the RGBlue brand of underwater
photography lights, Ambientec is
marking the launch of Cachalot with
the inauguration of a project to raise
awareness of the documentary work done
by marine biologists and underwater
photographers to protect the marine
environment. The company will donate
1% of Cachalot’s annual sales to charities
supporting
marine
environmental
protection
programmes.
Initiative
schedules will be shared on Ambientec’s
dw
website.
Technical sheet
•
Year of production: 2022
•
Material and finishing: zinc diecast alloy, aluminum, silicon rubber,
acrylic resin, abs resin
•
Dimensions: main body 285 x W59 x
H94mm / charger stand φ 62xH8mm
•
Technology: led
•
Power: rechargeable lithium-ion
battery 3.7v / 190mah
•
Battery run time: 24 hours with
low dimming, 12 hours with high
dimming level
www.ambientec.co.jp/pages/en

#hotelandhospitalityshow

The hotel & hospitality show is now in its 6th year providing opportunities to
the hospitality and hotel industries across Africa. The event showcases products,
equipment, services & design, for restaurants, cafes, bars, hotels, guesthouses and
foodservice owners, managers and operators.

Be a part of the revitalisation of africa’s hotel
and hospitality sector.

Increase
your sales

Promote
your brand

Meet
key buyers

Engage with
industry stakeholders

Position yourself
as a thought leader

Book your stand today

secure your space through sponsorship

Belinda Wewege

Jean-Pierre de Carvalho

Belindawewege@dmgevents.com

jpcarvalho@dmgevents.com

+27 11 783 7250

+27 21 700 5500

www.thehotelshowafrica.com
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SheerWeave Roller Blinds

BOSVELD
Design Style:
Transitional
A palette filled with natural
elements, inspired by the African
veld, enhancing a sense of balance by
creating a calm and relaxing space.

FIND A BLIND PROFESSIONAL IN YOUR AREA:
Johannesburg
Blind Time Window Innovations:
R & C Tranding:
Blinds All Types:
Curtain & Blind Solutions:
Curtain Club:
Curtain & Blind Workshop:
Galaxy Blinds:
Blinds Express:

011 434 1075
011 867 3367
011 972 2271
011 465 9966
011 907 9334
011 262 4600
011 613 1496
011 791 1667

Pretoria
Picture Perfect Interior Solutions: 012 660 1184
Matheo Blinds & Awnings:
012 991 5767
Northern Limpopo
Newton & Strever:

Cape Town
Total Blind Designs:
The Best Blind Company:

021 447 9062
021 461 2122

031 303 2364

Ballito
Blinds All of Them:

Klerksdorp
Atelier Ridwaan:

082 375 3570

032 946 3614

Knysna
Milk & Honey:

Namibia
Touch of Style:

044 382 2041

Bloemfontein
Ralph Blinds:

072 700 4337

Gqeberha
PC Agencies:

041 581 3710

Durban and Umhlanga
Aesthetics Shutters & Blinds:

+264-61-245303

082 830 0959

www.blinddesigns.co.za
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